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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problera 

A thorough review of the geological literature indicates that 

although extensive research has been conducted, very little progress 

has been made towards resolving sorae of the fundamental problems in 

sedimentology. Where, when, and how are sediments lithified? í'íhat 

factors control ceraentation and distribution of cementing agents? 

Included in these basic questions are the following specific problems: 

(1) What is the role of the depositional environment in 

lithification? Specifically, what are the net effects 

of depositional mechanisms, climate, biota, and environ-

mental geochemistry? 

(2) How significant are post-depositional processes in cemen-

tation? What are the effects of vadose, capillary, 

phreatic, and connate solutions and compaction, subse-

quent uplift, and denudation? 

(3) What are the characteristics of ceraent and grain-cement 

relationships with regard to depositional and post-depo-

sitional processes? 

(4) When are sediments lithified (i.e., early or late)? 
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The medial Guadalupian, Grayburg-Queen interval of the North-

west Shelf and Central Basin Platform, part of the Permian reef com-

plex of western Texas and southeastern New Mexico was selected for a 

sediraent diagenesis investigation (Figures 1 and 2). The environmen-

tal framework and depositional dynamics of the Queen Formation have 

been described in detail by Williams (1967) from outcrop investiga-

tions and Jacka and others (1969) in subsurface and surface studies. 

In addition, nexí environmental data collected frora both outcrop and 

subsurface Grayburg-Queen sediraents are presented in this paper. 

Because significant amounts of surface and subsurface environmental 

data are available, the Grayburg-Queen interval is ideally suited for 

a detailed diagenetic study of shelf clastics, carbonates, and evapor-

ites. 

Previous investigations into sediment diagenesis have been 

essentially descriptive as few investigators have attempted to explain 

lithification utilizing recent ceraentation raodels developed from a 

precise knowledge of depositional and post-depositional environments. 

Sandstone diagenesis investigations, in particular have been completely 

descriptive. Typically, in such studies clastic and cement mineral-

ogies are described and a brief, vague depositional history is depic-

ted. Thus, it appears significant to fill these major gaps in our 

knowledge of sediment diagenesis by utilizing an integrated, uniform-

Itarian approach in víhich the numerous variables can be isolated and 

evaluated. 



PERMIAN GEOLOGICAL PROVINCES OF ' 
WEST TEXAS AND SOUTHEAST NEW MEXICO 

Oulcrops of Wolfcamp, 
Leonard, Guadalupe, 
and Ochoa Series 
(Perinian), and their 
equivalents 

Boundaries of prov-
inces of Permian 

time 

Basin areas Deformed pre-Wolfcamp 
Paleozoic rocks of 
Marathon folded belt 

Fig. 1.—Permian geological provinces of west Texas and south-
east New Mexico. (After King, 1965) 



SHELF MARGIN BASIN 

Basin. 
Fig. 2.—Stratigraphic table, Guadalupe Mountains and Delaware 



Purpose and Scope 

This investigation consists of a detailed diagcnetic study of 

the Grayburg and Queen Formations conducted within the context of the 

depositional and post-depositional environmental fraraework. Paleogeog-

raphy, paleoclimatology, and depositional dynamics of these formations 

are described, and analogous recent sedimentological and diagenetic 

models proposed. Data utilized in environmental reconstructions were 

collected from Grayburg and Queen outcrops as well as from subsurface 

core and core chip samples from 43 oil V7ells located throughout the 

Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform (Figure 3 and Plate 1). 

Types of evidence evaluated include stratigraphic relationships, 

primary sedimentary structures, genetic sequences, directional data, 

paleontologic, textural, mineralogical data, and core test data. 

The basic cementation principles of sandstone diagenesis are 

discussed in detail, specific cementation models are proposed, and 

their characteristics described. The diagenetic history of Grayburg-

Queen sediments is reconstructed from analyses of mineralogic assemb-

lage and textural data collected by optical and x-ray diffraction tech-

niques. Samples were analyzed with special regard to position within 

the depositional and post-depositional environraental framework. Out-

crop samples were corapared to subsurface material of similar deposi-

tional and post-depositional history to detect possible effects of 

uplift and subsequent vadose, capillary, and phreatic circulation. 

Cement distributions and textural patterns are described and explained. 



OUTCROP MAP OF THE 
GRAYBURG AND QUEEN FORMATIONS 

Fig. 3.—Outcrop map of the Grayburg and Queen Formations. 
Scale 1 inch = 5 miles. (Adapted from Boyd, 1958 and Hayes, 1965) 
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Location 

Grayburg and Queen exposures studied in this investigation are 

located in the Guadalupe and Brokeoff Mountains of Eddy and Otero 

Counties, New Mexico and Hudspeth and Culberson Counties, Texas (Fig-

ure 3). Twenty-tv7o complete and incoraplete Grayburg and Queen sections 

were measured and sarapled in this area previously mapped by King 

(1948), Boyd (1958), and Hayes (1964). 

Excellent subsurface coverage Xías provided by core samples 

collected from the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform (Plate 

1). In New Mexico cores from seven Eddy County we ls, sixteen Lea 

County wells, and six Chaves County wells were analyzed. Texas cores 

from four Winkler County wells, one Ward County well, seven Pecos 

County wells, and two Ector County wel s V7ere studied. 



C lAPTER II 

A RECENT SEDIMENTOLOGICAL MODEL ANALOGOUS 

TO THE NORTHWEST SHELF-CENTRAL BASIN 

PLATFORM DURING GUADALUPIAN TIME 

During Guadalupian time the Delaware Basin, a deep basin 

(1,500-1,800 feet deep), V7as surrounded by broad shelf areas consist-

ing in part of the Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platform, outer 

margins of which were fringed by barrier reefs (Figure 1). Subsurface 

data provided excellent coverage over large areas of the Northwest 

Shelf and Central Basin Platform and has clarified previously enig-

matic relationships between outer and inner shelf sediments. From 

subsurface and outcrop control, depositional environments and strati-

graphic relationships (georaetry and orientation of rock units) can be 

accurately deterrained. 

The Persian Gulf environraental framework is a recent sediraent-

ological model analogous to the Northv7est Shelf and Central Basin 

Platform during Guadalupian tirae.. Thus, it is essential to first 

describe this model in detail before utilization as a recent analogue. 

Butler (1969) and Kinsraan (1966) have described environments 

along the Trucial Coast on the hot and arid southwest side of the Per-

sian Gulf V7here air temperatures range annually between 16°C and ^̂ ''C, 

average annual precipitation is less than 1.5 inches, and evaporation 

rates are as much as 50.4 inches per year (Figure 4). No perraanent or 

9 



Fig. 4—Map of Persian Gulf, Trucial Coast, and Abu Dhabi 
sabkha. (After Butler, 1969). 

4 0 FT. 

SABKHA 
- 8 miies -

INFRALAGOONALJ/IUDS^ 
GYPSUM^ c'É'M'EN"fÉD~LAYER\ 

WATER SATURATED 
PLEISTOCENE SANDS 

G'ÍPSm~A \ ANHYDRITE 
" ' .<-ALGAL MATS 

NORTH SOUTH 

1969) 
Fig. 5—Stratigraphy of the Abu Dhabi sabkha. (After Butler, 
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epheraeral strearas empty into the Gulf, as runoff is distributed by a 

vague pattern of internal drainage. 

Along coastal margins lagoons and embayments V7ith high chlor-

inity and reduced tidal ranges are separated from normal Persian Gulf 

waters by barrier reef and island tracts. Lagoonal shorelines are 

fringed by salt flats, known as sabkhas, which form a supratidal coastal 

plain approximately 3-5 feet above sea level. The salt water table is 

essentially horizontal, lies at depths 1-5 feet beneath the surface, 

and parallels the surface across the outer tv70-thirds of the mainland 

sabkha. Within the continuous capillary zone, above the water table, 

interstitial voids are fluid-filled. Overlying the continuous capil-

lary zone is the discontinuous capillary zone where thin V7ater films 

cover sediment. Superjacent sediment of the vadose zone is often com-

pletely dry (Kinsman, 1966). 

Sabkhas are succeeded seav7ard by algal flats, intertidal 

flats, and lagoons. Barrier islands, composed of oolites and contain-

ing 'poorly developed sabkhas, line the inner shelf. Tidal channels 

floored with skeletal and oolitic sands are incised between islands, 

and tidal deltas, sites of oolite formation, are associated with these 

channels. Reefs fringe the barrier island trend. Lagoons are gradu-

ally being filled by seaward progradation of environmental belts, 

recorded by the upward succession of lagoonal aragonitic muds and pel-

let muds, intertidal pellet muds, algal stroraatolitic muds, and sab-

kha evaporites. 

Butler (1969) studied a small, 8 mile wide (along depositional 

dip) sabkha behind the island of Abu Dhabi (Figure 4), but other sabkhas 
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around the Gulf margins extend landward 20-55 miles. Algal flats 

delineate the seaward margin of the Abu Dhabi sabkha, and low hills 

composed of Pleistocene and Miocene sediments fringe the landward mar-

gin. 

Abu Dhabi sabkha stratigraphy is shown in figure 5. Unlith-

ified recent carbonate sediraents and Pleistocene eolian quartzose 

sands up to 30 feet thick overlie Miocene sediraentary rocks. Carbon-

ate sediments form a wedge-shaped unit up to 6 miles wide and 7 feet 

thick which grades into Pleistocene quartzose sands along the landward 

sabkha margin. 

A living algal mat covers the present upper portions of the 

intertidal zone, but an older mat can be traced inland for approxi-

mately 6 miles at the same horizon in the sabkha subsurface, indica-

ting a long interval of continued intertidal sediraentation. Two 

algal mats occur within the sabkha, the older of which is only locally 

developed in the subsurface and is laterally continuous with a 3 inch-

, thick gypsum ceraented shell layer. Most of the gypsum and almost all 

the anhydrite occur above the younger of the two sabkha mats. 

An almost planar surface characterizes the Abu Dhabi sabkha 

which rises inland from the lagoon with a slope of approximately 

1:1000. The sabkha surface has formed and is raaintained primarily 

through sediment reworking by tidal flood waters and by deflation. 

Water movement onto and through the sabkha performs an essential role 

in interstitial brine development and cheraical composition. A corre-

lation exists between inundation frequency, interstitial brine compo-

sition, and diagenetic mineralogy. 
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Butler (1969, p. 73-74) partitioned the eight mile wide sabkha 

into five zones on the combined basis of tidal inundation frequency 

and diagenetic and host sediment minera ogy. Landward from the lagoon 

the following zones are successively encountered: 

1. Intertidal zone - The intertidal zone is 0.25 to 0.5 miles wide 

and regularly flooded by tidal waters. Upper pbrtions of the 

zone are covered by blue-green a gal mats interlayered V7ith 

lime mud and landv7ard, contain pods of small euhedral gypsum 

crystals less than 0.125 inches long. Algal flat sediments 

are underlain by intertidal and lagoonal carbonate muds. 

2. Inner flood recharge zone - The inner flood recharge zone is 1 to 

1.5 miles wide and undergoes monthly or more frequent tidal 

inundation. Limits of this zone coincide with a mush-like 

gypsum surface layer up to 1 foot thick with crystals ranging 

from 0.015 to 0.75 inches, having an average length of 0.25 

inches. Most tidal flood waters sink into underlying sedi-

ment, and the rem.ainder flow back into the lagoon through 

shallow surface channels. Underlying carbonate mud (former 

lagoonal and algal flat sediraents) contains small amounts of 

dolomite and sraall gypsura crystal aggregates. 

3. Intermediate flood recharge zone - The intermediate flood recharge 

zone is 0.25 to 1 mile wide and is flooded at intervals longer 

than one month. Gypsum mush is locally overlain by a thin 

layer of reworked quartzose sand and surface gypsum crystals 

are subsequently replaced by anhydrite nodules. Subjacent 

• carbonate muds (former lagoonal and algal flat sediments) 
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contain much dispersed, finc-grained dolomite and large 

lenticular gypsura crystals ranging frora 2 to 4 inches long. 

4. Outer flood recharge zone - The outer flood recharge zone is 

0.5 to 5 miles wide and is flooded at four-to-five year 

Intervals. Anhydrite progressively replaces gypsum mush 

(former inner flood recharge zone sediment), so that at the 

landward margin of the zone anhydrite forms a layer up to 

one foot-thick, com.posed of small anhydrite nodules separated 

by thin films of dolomitic carbonate mud and quartzose sand. 

Anhydrite exhibits chicken vjire mesh structure and thin-

bedded anhydrite is present in highly contorted layers within 

18 inches of the surface. 

5. High supratidal zones - The high supratidal zone is 1 to 2 miles 

wide and bordered by Pleistocene and Miocene sedimentary 

rocks. This area is not flooded by sea V7ater, and ground 

waters are in part terrestrial. Underlying sediraents are 

largely unceraented eolian Pleistocene sands, containing gypsum, 

anhydrite, halite, some polyhalite and sylvite. Gypsum occurs 

predominantly as interstitial ceraent and anhydrite, as nodular 

layers. The high supratidal zone is characterized by local 

.alteration of pre-existing anhydrite to gypsum by reaction V7ith 

less saline terrestrial groundwater which dilutes interstitial 

brines. Secondary gypsura crystals are zoned with corroded 

anhydrite laths up to 4 inches long. 
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Butler (1969, p. 76) analyzed 260 interstitial fluid samples 

collected from traverses across the Abu Dhabi sabkha. From the 

lagoon across the sabkha, brine chlorinity increases to a maximum and 

decreases toward the inland margin (Figure 6). A three-fold chlorin-

ity increase occurs across the intertidal zone, but from the intertidal 

zone landward over the sabkha, chlorinity rises much more gradually to 

a maximum of 170''/oo in the outer flood recharge zone. Close to the 

landward margins of the high supratidal zone chlorinity falls to 

lOT'looi or less. 

Butler (1969, p. 76) believes chlorinity fluctuations across 

the sabkha are consistent V7ith the flood recharge phenomenon. During 

and immediately after flooding, sea water concentrates by solution of 

soluble salts from the surface and within the sediment, and between 

inundations brines further concentrate through sea water evaporation. 

Chlorinity increases with depth across the outer 2-3 miles of 

the Abu Dhabi sabkha, just inland from the more frequently flooded 

lagoon margins. Chlorinity decreases with depth across the outer 

flood recharge zone where flooding is infrequent, and in places brines 

are saturated with respect to sodium chloride. Halite occurs as thin 

ephemeral surface crusts, hopper crystals in sediment, and veneers 

around sand grains within the upper 2 to 4 feet. 

High supratidal zone brine concentration differs considerably 

++ ++ 
from brines seaward of this zone as chlorinity and the Mg /Ca ratio 

are relatively low and pH relatively high. Butler (1959, p. 79) 

believes supratidal brines V7ere derived frora sea V7ater but modified 

by.evaporation and terrestrial groundwater influx. 
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Butler (1969, p. 79) found gypsum and anhydrite first occur-

red in contact with brines of average chlorinity 65°/oo and 145°/oo 

respectively. In the high supratidal zone where hydration of anhydrite 

to gypsum occurs, gypsura is associated V7ith brines of average chlor-

inity less than 145°/ooj and anhydrite, with average.chlorinity greater 

than 145 Voo. 

Lateral and vertical distribution of Mg /Ca ratios within 

the sabkha parallels that of chlorinity (Figure 6). The Mg /Ca 

ratio increases frora 5.3 in the lagoon to a raaximum of approximately 

35 at the landxíard margin of the inner flood recharge zone and 

decreases to approxiraately 10 across the intermediate flood recharge 

zone. The Mg /Ca ratio varies between 3 and 4 across the outer 

++ -H- • 
flood recharge zone. High supratidal zone Mg /Ca ratios average 

3.5. 

Precipitation of calcium ions as carbonate (aragonite) and 

-H- -H-
sulfate (gypsum) minerals produces high Mg /Ca ratios over the 

inner flood recharge zone. The subsequent diminution in this ratio 

across the sabkha is attributed to dolomitization of aragonite and 

calcite by the reaction: 

2CaC0 + Mg^ = CaMgíCO^)^ + Ca"^ 

Butler (1969, p. 80) found a relationship between dolomitiza-

tion and gypsum formation as all samples containing dolomitized car-

bonate mud V7ere associated V7ith gypsum crystals, only one containing 

anhydrite. Thus, the calculated calcium increase in deeper brines as 

a consequence of do oraitization was verified. Wells (1962) also con-

cluded dolomitization and gypsum precipitation were simultaneous. 
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Kinsman (1966) measured pH values of 8.3 for lagoonal waters 

near the Abu Dhabi sabkha, 7.5 for interstitial algal flat waters, and 

6.0 to 6.4 for mid and inner sabkha interstitial water. Butler (1969, 

p. 75) found marginal lagoonal waters averaged pH 7.8; interstitial 

water pH of the inner flood recharge zone averaged 6.8; outer flood 

recharge zone brines, pH 6.0; and high supratidal zone brine pH aver-

aged 7.2. . 

In the outer flood recharge zone, at depths of 30-40 inches, 

pH values between 5.8 and 6.4 were recorded. Butler (1969, p. 75) 

believes brine acidity is produced by organic matter decomposition, 

releasing C0„ and H„S. Temperatures within the upper 0.5 inches of 

the sabkha range from 18°C to 53°C (February to April, 1964), and 

probable annual teniperatures at 20 inches depth is 23°C to 41°C with 

an average of 32°C. 
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CHAPTER III 

DEPOSITIONAL DYNAMICS, SEDIMENT ECONOMICS 

AND GENERAL FACIES RELATIONSHIPS OF 

NORTffi-JEST SHELF AND CENTRAL 

BASIN PLATFORM DURING 

GUADALUPIAN TIME 

Adams and Rhodes (1960, p. 1915) have described facies rela-

tionships which supposedly characterized the Northv7est Shelf during 

Guadalupian time. From the basin margin, shelfward the following 

facies are depicted: (1) barrier reef, (2) backreef, bedded carbon-

ates, (3) anhydrite, (4) bittern pan halite, and (5) nearshore clas-

tics. 

Outcrop and subsurface investigations by Williams (1967), 

Jacka and others (1969), and this report definitely invalidates the 

"standard" facies distribution proposed by Adaras and Rhodes (1960). 

These previously obscure relationships are best understood when con-

sidered within the climatic-depositional environmental framework which 

prevailed during Grayburg-Queen time. 

Numerous major and rainor transgressions and regressions have 

been recognized in Guadalupian sedim.ents of the Northv7est Shelf. Hull 

(1957) has suggested tectonism controlled Guadalupian sea level fluc-

tuations. Hov7ever, this mechanism appears improbable because tectonic 

19 
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pulses V70uld have had to siraultaneously effect the wide arc extending 

from the Diablo Platform to the Northwest Shelf to the Central Basin 

Platform as indicated by clastic and carbonate intervals correlated 

over V7ide areas of the Permian reef complex. In addition the numer-

ous transgressions and regressions V70uld have necessitated frequent 

reversals in tectonic direction V7hich are considered unlikely. 

Williaras (1967), Beck (1967), and Jacka and others (1969) have 

invoked Permian glacial cycles in explaining sediment economics of the 

Northv7est Shelf and Delav̂ rare Basin. Glacial eustatic sea level con-

trol could have produced the rhythmic sea level fluctuations recorded 

in the numerous transgressive-regressive cycles, and wide correlation 

of clastic and carbonate intervals is consistent with this mechanism. 

Permian tillites described in Brazil, South Africa, Madagascar, south-

ern India, and Australia attest to multiple periods of Perraian glacia-

tion so that numerous glacial (low standing sea level) and intergla-

cial (high standing sea level) stages should be récorded worldwide in 

Permian marine sediments. 

Numerous glacial cycles have been recognized in Northwest 

Shelf and Delaware Basin sediments. During interglacial periods sea 

level rose, and the shelf lagoon expanded, causing divergence of 

environmental belts flanking both sides of the lagoon. Subsequent 

outer shelf inundation induced clastic depocenters to shift shelfward, 

and reefs flourished along the outer shelf margin. The following 

facies distribution frora the shelf margin landv7ard characterized a 

wide shelf lagoon (Figure 7): (1) active reefs, (2) backreef skeletal 
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anu oolitic carbonates, (3) lagoonal lime muds and pellet muds, (4) 

terrigenous silts and silty shales, (5) nearshore terrigcnous sands, 

(6) intertidal sands and silts, (7) clastic algal flats, (8) lower 

sabkha evaporite sequences, and (9) upper sabkha halite, anhydrite, 

and gypsum cemented sands and silts. 

During initial stages of glaciation, gradual sea level lower-

ing caused the shelf lagoon to constrict, and environraental belts on 

• each side of the lagoon converged. Reef and immediate backreef were 

subaerially exposed, forming islands or cays. Significant volumes of 

terrigenous clastics prograded across the constricted lagoon to the 

outer shelf. The follov7Íng lateral sequence of environments lagoon-

ward from the shelf margin characterized a lagoon of intermediate 

width (Figure 8): (1)' carbonate cays on which caliche soils forraed, 

(2) supratidal (upper and lower sabkha) carbonates and evaporites, 

(3) algal flat carbonate muds, (4) intertidal carbonate deposits, (5) 

lagoonal silts and muds, (6) nearshore terrigenous c astics, (7) inter-

tidal terrigenous clastics, (8) algal flat clastics, (9) lower sabkha 

evaporites, and (10) upper sabkha clastics. 

Upon further lagoonal constriction large volumes of terrigen-

ous clastics prograded across the narrow shelf lagoon stifling outer 

shelf carbonate production. The following facies, from the shelf mar-

gin, landv7ard characterized a narrow lagoon (Figure 9): (1) a broad 

band of carbonate cays consisting of subacrially exposed reef and 

backreef with extensive calichefication of backreef calcarenites, (2) 

upper sabkha clastics, (3) lower sabkha evaporites, (4) algal flat 
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clastics, (5) intertidal clastics, (6) nearshore sandbelt (shoreline 

strike) clastics, (7) lagoonal sandy silts, (8) intertidal clastics, 

(9) algal flat clastics, (10) lower sabkha evaporites, and (11) upper 

sabkha clastics. The Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Platform was 

exposed numerous times during glacial maxima, transforming the entire 

shelf into a vast deflation flat with carbonate ridges along the outer 

margins (Figure 10). 

Permian glacial cycles also greatly effected Delaware Basin 

sedimentation, During low stands in sea level (glacial intervals) 

large quantities of terrigenous clastics prograded across the constric-

ted shelf lagoon, V7ere introduced into tidal inlets developed over 

shoaled submarine canyon heads frora which they V7ere funneled into the 

Delav7are Basin. Sediraent was dispersed through a subsea fan complex, 

consisting of submarine channel, levee, and overbank which initiated 

at the mouth of each submarine canyon. These fans coalesced around 

the basin margin to forra a compound subraarine apron or bajada (Jacka 

and others, 1969). 

During interglacia periods with associated high standing sea 

level and expanded shelf lagoon, clastic sediment volumes reaching the 

outer shelf diminished and reef growth flourished. Submarine canyons 

Intercepted. and delivered carbonate sediment into the basin where it 

was dispersed by the súbsea fan complex. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SEDIMENTOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF THE NORTfflíEST 

SHELF-CENTRAL BASIN PLATFORM 

ENVIRON ̂IENTAL FRAI-IEWORK 

Upper Sabkha Clastics 

Grayburg-Queen upper sabkha sediments consist of intermediate 

and outer flood recharge zone accumulations as defined by Butler (1969) . 

As the shelf lagoon constricted in response to glaciation, lower sabkha 

(inner flood recharge zone) evaporite accuraulations occupied succes-

sively higher supratidal positions, and gypsum mush V7as replaced 

through dissolution and concomitant anhydrite precipitation. Nodular 

anhydrite beds exhibiting chicken víire structure and anhydrite cement 

were.produced by upper sabkha gypsura diagenesis. Subjacent aragonitic 

sediments which accumu ated V7ithin the shelf lagoon and intertidal 

zones were doloraitized and tabular gypsum crystals grev7 within the car-

bonate mud beneath the salt water table. 

Illing and others (1965, p. 100) demonstrated surface layers 

of inner portions of Sabkha Faishakh (located on the V7estem coast of 

the Qatar Peninsula) consist of sinuous, burrow-like, hollov7 salt 

crusts. Upper portions of Northv7est Shelf-Central Basin Platform 

deflation flats were similarly characterized by surface crusts which 

27 
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produced distinctive mottling.' Sand and silt were differentially 

cemented by halite, anhydrite, and gypsum, etched into relief by 

deflation, and broken into clasts (Figure 11). Crusts and clasts 

were also produced by desiccation of argillaceous sediments. In addi-

tion sorae crust mottling may have developed by lateral expansion, of 

halite crystals which buckled salt cemented crusts into series of 

compressional ridges as demonstrated by Kendall and Skipwith (1968, p. 

1046) in sabkha sediraents along Khor Al Bazam, Trucial Coast. 

A unique "lag" texture is also coramon in upper sabkha clastics, 

consisting of pods of medium- to coarse-grained sand enclosed within 

fine-grained sand and silt. Deflation processes apparently concen-

trated these coarser sands by winnov7Íng finer clastic raaterial. Fros-

ted and pitted sand grains are abundant within sabkha clastic inter-

vals. Upper sabkha clastics are predominantly reddish-brovm with 

some grayish-green (reduced) intervals. This paradoxical association 

has been described in many ancient red bed sequences and will be 

critically evaluated in a later chapter. 

Inner and outer shelf sabkha clastics were initially cemented 

by various evaporite minerals including anhydrite, halite, and gypsum, 

reflecting high chlorinity conditions developed near the sabkha sur-

face primarily in the upper capillary zone. Most outer shelf evapo-

rite cements were subsequently leached and sediments recemented by 

carbonate. This process destroyed most primary sedimentary structures, 

however obscure clasts and crusts can be recognized (Figure 12). 
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Fig. 11.—Upper sabkha, crust raottled sandstones from inner 
shelf cores. Note irregular-shaped clasts and both red and drab 
colors. Anhydrite, halite and gypsum cemented. 

Fig. 12.—Leached outer shelf siltstones and sandstones, 
Note absence of sedimentary structures in most of these cores. 
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Lower and Upper Sabkha Evaporites 

Grayburg-Queen outer shelf (0-14 miles from the shelf margin) 

lower sabkha evaporites accumulated initially as gypsura mush in low 

supratidal lakes of the inner flood recharge zone. During regressions 

and lagoonv7ard progradation of environmental belts, lovíer sabkha sedi-

ments occupied successively higher supratidal positions. Upper sabkha 

gypsum diagenesis produced anhydrite nodules, rosettes, and blades 

encased in terrigenous clastics and carbonates. Commonly, nodular 

growth excluded enclosing sediraent, producing thin sediment sheaths 

separating individual nodules (Figure 13). Sheaths are arched around 

nodules, reflecting soft sediment deformation during nodular develop-

ment (Figure 13). Many anhydrite nodules exhibit vague rosette crys-

tal outlines, proof of a gypsum precursor (Figure 14). 

Algal flat, intertidal, and lagoonal aragonitic sediments sub-

jacent to lower sabkha evaporites were also diagenetically altered 

when subjécted to upper sabkha conditions. Aragonitic muds were dolo-

mitized by magnesium-rich brines and gypsura crystals formed beneath 

the saline water table. As these gypsum-bearing intervals occupied 

higher supratidal positions above the salt water table, gypsum was 

replaced by anhydrite. 

Inner shelf (farther than 25 miles from the shelf margin), sab-

kha evaporites formed 'in part from lower sabkha gypsum accumulatLon 

and subsequent diagenesis. These evaporites are characterized by ver-

tical sequences consisting from bottom to top of stromatolitic dolo-

mite, chicken wire anhydritc, and raud cracked red silty shale 
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Fig. 13.—Upper sabkha, nodular anhydrite cores. Note 
chicken wire structure and silt laminae deformed around nodule in 
core at left. 
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Fig. 14.—Upper sabkha siltstones and shales containing 
anhydrite rosettes (pseudomorphs after gypsum) and nodules. Note 
two cores at upper and lower right corners showing nodules formed 
from former rosettes. 

Fig. 15.~Algal flats dolomicrites, partially to nearly 
completely replaced by anhydrite. Note LLH-S and LLH-C stromatolites. 
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associated with coarsely crystálline halite. Stromatolitic aragonitic 

muds accuraulated over algal flats, and gypsum mush was precipitated 

over the lower sabkha. During regressions the sabkha tract migrated 

lagoonv7ard, and former algal flat and lower sabkha sediments gradually 

occupied higher sabkha positions. Anhydrite forraed through dissolution 

of former lower sabkha (inner flood recharge zone) gypsura with concom-

itant anhydrite precipitation. Aragonitic muds were dolomitized 

beneath the upper sabkha and partially to completely replaced by anhy-

drite. Unreplaced, anastomosing, discontinuous dolomitic laminae 

produce chicken wire structure (Figure 15). 

During regressions lower sabkha saline lakes were isolated 

from frequent tidal inundation and desiccated. Red shales and silty 

shales consisting of mud crack chips and curled desiccation polygons 

record this event. Large sparry halite crystals grew a few inches 

beneath the surface V7ithin the cracks and contain curled mud polygons 

and chips (Figure 16). Upper sabkha, deflation flat, anhydrite, 

halite and gypsum ceraented sandstones and siltstones coraraonly overlie 

saline lake accuraulations. 

Algal Flats 

Algal flat accumulations are characterized by delicately lamin-

ated stroraatolites produced by algal raat trapping and binding of terrig-

enous and carbonate sand, silt, and mud, A complex of unicellular and 

filamentous blue-green (Cyanophyta) and green (Chlorophyta) algae has 

probably coraprised the sticky organic mat throughout much of geologic 

time. Stromatolitic shape diversity is due to interactions betv7een 
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Fig. 16.—Upper sabkha, saline lake intervals mostly from 
inner shelf cores. Note sparry halite crystals containing red 
silty shale desiccation polygons and chips. 

Fig. 17.—Algal flat siltstones and sandstones. Note LLH-S 
stromatolites. 
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the algal mat, sediment, and physical environraent, and they raay be 

spheroidal, undulose, club-shaped or columnar in form (Logan and 

others, 1964, p. 69). 

Grayburg-Queen stromatolites are characterized by laterally 

linked hemispheroidal structure. Logan ánd others (1964, p. 74) have 

differentiated two modes of lateral linkage as end members. Close-

linked heraispheroids, designated LLH-C, are characterized by the 

space between adjacent hemispheroids being less than the heraispher-

oidal diameter, and space-linked hemispheroids, LLH-S, by the space 

between adjacent hemispheroids being greater than the hemispheroidal 

diaraeter. 

Both LLH-C and LLH-S stromatolites are abundant in Grayburg-

Queen algal flats (Figures 17 and 18). Logan and others (1964, p. 77) 

note laterally linked hemispheroidal structure is characteristically 

developed over sheltered intertidal mudflats. Kendall and Skipwith 

(1968) des'cribed LLH stroraatolites on protected intertidal and supra-

tidal flats a ong Khor al Bazara, Trucial Coast along the southwest 

margin of the Persian Gulf. Kendall and Skipwith (1968) divided algal 

flats into four geographical belts on the basis of surface morphology. 

From high tide, lagoonward these are: (1) flat zone-firra, smooth 

algal mat with no topographic relief; (2) crinkle zone-blistered, 

leathery algal skin; (3) polygonal zone-desiccated algal mat separated 

into polygons; and (4) cinder zone-v7arty black a gae resembling weath-

ered volcanic cinder. 

Algal stroraatolites are abundant in both clastic and carbonate 

algal flat accuraulations within the Grayburg-Queen interval. Williams 
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Fig. 18.—Algal flat doloraicrites, 
and scattered, curled raud crack chips. 

Note LLH-S stroraatolites 

Fig. 19.—Intertidal, cross-bedded terrigenous sandstones, and 
oolitic grainstones with some parallel plane laminations. Middle-
lower six slabs are oolitic tidal channel cores. Rest are terrigenous 
tidal channel cores. 
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(1967, p. 40-42), from paleo-environmenta studies of the Queen Forma-

tion, was the first investigator to describe and illustrate stromato-

lites in sandstone units anyiíhere in the rock record. 

Filaments, observed in thin section analyses of Grayburg-Queen 

'stromatolitic dolomites from outcrop and core saraples, definitely 

establish an algal genesis for these rocks. Supratidal paleo-algal 

flats contain abundant desiccation polygons and associated flat pebble 

conglomerates (Figure 18). 

Algal flat carbonate sediments (initially aragonitic) V7ere 

greatly modified by diagenesis beneath the upper sabkha surface. 

Magnesium-rich brines dolomitized aragonitic muds, and at higher 

supratidal positions anhydrite partially to completely replaced 

stroraatolitic dolomites. 

Intertidal Deposits 

Intertidal accumulations, consisting of terrigenous and car-

bonate sand, silt, and mud, exhibit numerous primary sediraentary 

structures. Intertidal flats are larainated and contain flat- and 

round-crested oscillatory wave ripples which formed during flood tide 

and were partially eroded during ebb flow. Ladder ripples and small 

current ripples recording both ebb and flood flow are also present. 

Locally, air-heave structures are abundant in clastic flats. These 

formed as air trapped in sand flats during low tide exposure was 

for.ced upward during storra or flood tide, deforming the laminae 

(Stewart, 1956, p. 156). 
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Burrowed and churned intervals are common in both clastic and 

carbonate intertidal flats, and organic heiroglyphs consisting of 

cubichnia, domichnia, and fodinichnia are abundant. Cubichnia are 

resting impressions corresponding to the shape of their producer and 

are arranged parallel to each other and prevailing currents. Doraich-

nia are u-shaped or simple tunnels dug perpendicular to the surface 

(Seilacher, 1964). Extensive tunnel systeras utilized by heraisessile 

sediment eaters as shelter and feeding ground are designated fodinich-

nia. Seilacher (1964) notes that cubichnia and domichnia are diag-

nostic of the littoral zone, whereas fodinichnia is found in littoral 

to deep sea environments. 

Intertidal flats were dissected by tidal channels consisting 

of terrigenous, oolitic, and/or skeletal sand. These are character-

ized by large and small current ripple cross-bedded sets recording ebb 

and flood tidal currents and parallel plane laminations. In addition, 

large (several miles in width) tidal inlet tongues, superiraposed over 

former submarine canyons, extended up to 70 miles shelfward. These 

consist of large tidal channel deposits characterized by large current 

ripple cross-bedding and parallel plane laminations (Figure 19). 

Tidal bar belts developed in portions of these inlets and are composed 

predominantly of spillover lobe accuraulations, consisting of large, 

steeply inclined (20°-35°) foresets. During low tide exposure, thin 

beaches formed on spillover lobe crests. Beaches consist of gently 

inclined foreshore and steeply dipping backshore parallel plane lamin-

ations, both exhibiting nuraerous truncation surfaces. Tidal bar belt 
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complexes consist of terrigenous, oolitic, and/or skeletal sand, suc-

ceeded laterally and vertically by algal flat carbonates and clastics 

and sabkha evaporites and clastics. 

j 

s. 

Lagoonal Clastics and Carbonates 

Adaras and Rhodes (1960) believe bedded evaporites accumulated 

in the Northvíest Shelf lagoon. However, subsurface and outcrop data 

indicate shelf lagoon chlorinity was never high enough for precipita-

tion of halite, anhydrite, or gypsum. These data firraly establish 

that Northwest Shelf evaporites accumulated marginally to the lagoon 

as lower and upper sabkha deposits where high chlorinity developed 

through evaporation of flood recharge water. 

Only aragonitic muds consisting of burrov7ed and churned car-

bonate muds and pellet muds were precipitated within the shelf lagoon. 

Numerous lagoonal cores consist of dolopelmicrites containing numerous 

gastropods which presumably produced the fecal pellets (Figures 20 and 

21). These gastropods were probably analogous to browsing forms which 

produce pellet muds in modern Persian Gulf lagoons. 

Illing and others (1965, p. 106) have demonstrated gypsum 

replacement of aragonitic gastropod tests and pellets in former lagoonal 

sediments collected frora pits in upper portions of Sabkha Faishakh, 

Qatar Peninsula. Grayburg-Queen, gastropod-dolopelmicrites exhibit 

very similar replaceraent, but by sparry anhydrite (Figure 21). Per-

haps these sediraents were initially replaced by gypsum which V7as sub-

sequently altered to anhydrite under higher chlorinity conditions. 
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Fig. 20.—Lagoonal carbonates and clastics. Core at left is 
a gastropod-bearing dolopelmicrite. Other two cores are bioturbated 
siltstones. 

I 
Í ( 

H 

Fig. 21.—Close-up of gastropod dolopelmicrite shown in Fig-
ure 20. Note gastropod tests and brachiopod valves replaced by 
anhydrite. 
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Some lagoonal doloraicrites contain abundant anhydrite rosettes 

and tabular crystals (pseudomorphs after gypsura) V7hich formed during 

regressions as the sabkha evaporite belt prograded over lagoonal 

aragonitic muds (Figure 22). Beneâth the upper sabkha surface, arag-

onitic muds were doloraitized, and gypsura rosettes and tabular crystals 

grew beneath the salt water table by pushing aside soft sediment. As 

former lagoonal deposits occupied successively higher sabkha positions 

and were subjected to highly concentrated upper capillary brines, 

gypsum was replaced by anhydrite. Bioturbated, gray-buff colored 

siltstones and sandstones also comprise lagoonal sediments (Figure 20). 

During high standing sea level (glacial rainima), when barrier 

reefs flourished around the shelf margin, broad backreef skeletal 

aprons derived from reef debris forraed along the inner reef (outer 

lagoon) margins. These deposits were subsequently subaerially exposed 

during lov7 stands in sea level coinciding V7ith glacial maxima, and 

caliche soils formed (Jacka and others, 1969). 

Nearshore Sandbelt (Shoreline Strike) Clastics 

Nearshore sandbelt accumulations were observed only in basal 

Queen exposures in the Guadalupe Mountains. This basal unit consists 

of the following sequence of priraary sedimentary structures and lith-

ologies from bottom (a) to top (c): (a) thickly bedded, burrowed and 

churned, very fine-grained sandstone, (b) current ripple cross-bedded, 

fine-grained sandstone, and (c) fine to medium-grained sandstone with 

large scale bundles or sheaves of laminae. Jacka (1965) described and 

illustrated a sin ilar vertical succession of lithologies and priraary 
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Fig. 22.—Lagoonal doloraicrites. Note two cores at right 
which contain anhydrite rosettes and tabular crystals (pseudomorphs 
after gypsum). 

V- ^ 

4 

Fig. 23.—Pisolitized outer shelf dolomites. Note large 
pisolites, larainar rinds, and vugs filled with anhydrite. 
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sedim.entary structures in shoreline strike accumulations of the Almond 

Formation (Upper Cretaceous) of Wyoming. Jacka's (1965) paleo-envir-

onmental reconstructions were utilized in determining environmental 

successions recorded in the basal Queen unit. 

Zone (a) of this interval reflects deposition in the continu-

ously agitated infra-surfzone (seaward of the surfzone) where continu-

ous wave turbulence,prevented accuraulation of significant quantities 

of silt and clay. Queen infra-surfzone sands accumulated slowly 

enough to permit complete horaogenization by burrowing organisms. 

Anastomosing, spaghetti-like worm burrows (fodinichnia) are abundant, 

but bedding planes and other primary sedimentary structures were 

largely obliterated. 

Large current ripple cross-bedded sets up to 5 feet in height, 

which record deposition by longshore currents within the surfzone, 

characterize Zone (b) deposits. Directional data indicates these cur-

rents were operating parallel to the shelf margin and barrier island 

shoré face. This interval records rapid sediment accretion as long-

shore currents built up the lagoon floor with large current ripple 

cross-bedded sets. 

Zone (c) consisting of sheaved larainae, reflects foreshore and 

backshore beach accumulations. Gently inclined foreshore deposits 

contain numerous storm-cut, truncation surfaces, and wave ripples and 

air-heave structures are locally abundant. Backshore laminae consist 

of steeply dipping washover fans which exhibit nuraerous truncation 

surfaces. 
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The sequence described above records the vertical accretion 

of the Northwest Shelf lagoon floor until a segment emerged, and a 

beach formed. Zone (b) in particular records rapid accretion by cus-

pate ripples, probably during storms when onshore winds generated 

high current velocities. Following storm tide recession, the sand 

body emerged, and waves quickly formed a beach. The newly born bar-

rier then migrated seaward (lagoonward) through beach accretion. 

An identical vertical sequence of primary sedimentary struc-

tures and lithologies is recorded in tidal bar belt sandstone bodies 

which accumulated predominantly through spillover lobe accretion in 

large tidal inlets superimposed over former submarine canyons. How-

ever, tidal inlet sandstones can be readily distinguished from shore-

line strike clastics by sandstone body orientation, geometry, and 

alignment of associated current features. Tidal bar belt sandstone 

units are tongue-shaped wedges oriented perpendicular to the shelf 

margin and contain a bimodal distribution of current features oriented 

orthogonally to the platform margin. Nearshore sandbelt bodies are 

sheet-like deposits oriented parallel to the shelf margin and contain 

a bimodal distribution of directional features aligned parallel to the 

shelf edge. 

Carbonate Cays (Islands) 
i 

During glacial periods, as the shelf lagoon constricted, large 

expanses of the Goat Seep and Capitan reef tracts, consisting of a 

sponge-algal-bryozoan framework, and immediate backreef skeletal apron 

were subaerially exposed as carbonate islands or cays. Pisolitic 
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caliche soils developed over backreef oolitic and skeletal inte-rvals 

as these were initially extremely porous, permeable, and amenable to 

solution-precipitation processes necessary for pisolite formation. 

Pisolitic units attenuate shelfward reflecting thinning of paleo-

vadose zones. Pisolitic intervals are found up to 14 miles shelfvjard 

of the Goat Seep reef trend, recording approximate limits of well 

developed caliche profiles. The reef itself was not calichefied, 

probably because of its massiveness and irapermeability. 

Pisolites in Guadalupian calcisols occur in zones consisting 

of large irregular to subspheroidal pockets of individual and compos-

ite pisolites enveloped by anastoraosing laminar rinds coraposed of 

microcrystalline dolomite. Composite pisolites consist of numerous 

pisolites enveloped by outer films (Figure 23). Pisolite nucleii are 

composed of bioclastics, oolites, fragments of pre-existing pisolites 

exhibiting solution-truncation phenomena, and other lithic clasts. 

Depositional textures and most primary sedimentary structures were 

obliterated by calichefication. Crumbly fractures produced by leach-

ing and collapse (Figures 24 and 25), paleo-joints filled with sand 

frora superjacent sandy units, and small domes knora as teepee struc-

tures are abundant in pisolitic intervals. Teepee structures contain 

brecciated cores and are identical to caliche "anticlines" described 

in recent calcisols by'price (1925) and Blank and Tynes (1965). 
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Fig. 24.—Calichefied outer shelf dolomites shov7Íng crumbly 
fractures f i l l ed with anhydrite. 

Fig. 25.—Close-up of an anhydrite f i l l ed crumbly vadose 
fracture. 



CHAPTER V 

PALEOGEOGRAPRY AND PALEOCLIMATOLOGY 

Guadalupian sediments of the Northwest Shelf-Central Basin 

Platform were greatly affected by depositional and diagenetic proces-

ses apparently related to extreme climatic variations associated with 

glacial cycles. Thus, it is necessary to reconstruct the environraen-

tal setting of the Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Platform with respect 

to worldwide Permian paleogeography and paleoclimatology. 

Bain (1963, p. 110) has reconstructed Permian continental 

positions from paleomagnetic and paleoclimatic data (distribution of 

tillites, glacial paveraents, evaporites, dune fields, and reefs). 

Bain (1963) believes that during the Permian, North America occupied 

an equatorial position with its present north-south axis inclined 

east-west.parallel to the Permian equator (Figure 26). By this recon-

struction the present north-south axis of the Delaware Basin V7as 

oriented east-west during the Permian at approximately N22°-N24° lati-

tude. . If this is correct the Northv̂ /est Shelf-Delaware Basin and much 

of the southwestern United States V70uld have occupied a tropical 

position during Perraian tirae and would have been influenced by persis-

tent trade winds or tropical easterlies which presently blow from 

northeast to southwest in the northern hemisphere. 

Poole (1963, p. 40) has presented directional data collected 

from Permian, Triassic, and Jurassic paleo-dune fields of New Mexico, 
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PERMIAN PALEOGEOGRAPHY ACCORDING TO BAIN (1963) 48 

PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND PALEOCLIMATOLOGY 
OF THE PERMIAN REEF COMPLEX 

APPROXIMATE 
PERMIAN 

NORTH 
EXTREMELY HOT 

AND ARID 

MARFA 

EASTERN SHELF 

Fig . 2 6 . ~ R e c o n s t r u c t i o n of worldwide Permian paleogeography 
and paleogeography and paleocl imatology of the Permian reef complex. 
(Adapted from Bain, 1963) * 
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Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. These data record air currents primarily 

from the present northv7est but also frora the north and northeast. 

Although apparently none of the formations studied by Poole are 

strictly time equivalent to the Grayburg-Queen (medial Guadalupian) 

interval, upper Lower Permian directional data indicate winds from the 

present north-northwest. If the data are translated to Bain's (1963) 

Perraian coordinates, V7inds would have blown frora the east-northeast. 

Such data are compatible with Bain's (1963) continental and polar recon-

structions so that these winds may have been analogous to present 

tropical tradewinds. 

Poole's (1963) data are also consistent with the reconstruction 

of Northwest Shelf sediraent economics presented in this paper. Sedi-

ments derived from numerous uplifts in northern New Mexico and southern 

Colorado were blov7n across sabkha deflation flats which at times 

extended into central New Mexico, into the shelf lagoon and Delaware 

Basin. Only winds from the present north-northwest (east-northeast by 

Bain''s Permian coordinates) could have transported clastics across the 

Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Platform (Figure 26). 

Poole's (1963) paleo-wind current data are corapatible with 

observed variations in the widths of the Goat Seep and Capitan reefs. 

Modern reefs flourish in high energy environments so that the widest 

expanse of any reef tract is that portion growing into prevailing winds 

(windward reef) . Both the Goat Seep and Capitan reef tracts are nar-

row around the western margin of the Delaware Basin but are much wider 

(by several fold) along the eastern margin of the Central Basin 
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Platform (Figure 26). The Central Basin Platform reef, the windv7ard 

reef was oriented approximately east-west (by Bain's Permian coordin-

ates) and grev7 into prevailing winds from the north-northeast (Bain's 

Permian coordinates). The underdeveloped reef tract along the present 

western margin of the Delaware Basin, exposed in the Guadalupe Moun-

tains, grew leeward of prevailing tradewinds toward thé south-south-

west (by Bain's Perraian coordinates) (Figure 26). 

Paleo-longshore current data collected by Williams (1967) 

(Figure 27) from basal Queen exposures in the Guadalupe Mountains 

appear to corroborate paleo-air current data presented by Poole 

(1963). These data, which indicate longshore current flow predomin-

antly N30°E-S30°W, were obtained frora surfzone sandstones which accu-

mulated during intermediate to low sea level stands when the reef 

tract and immediate backreef were exposed as carbonate cays. Surfzone 

accumulations overlapped inner portions of the exposed reef tract as 

observed in North McKittrick Canyon (Williams, 1967, p. 29). These 

islahds would have presented a barrier to winds blowing from the 

south or southeast (present coordinates) preventing generation of sig-

nificant longshore current velocities. Thus, longshoreidurrent data 

are consistent with prevailing winds from the present north-northwest. 

Northvíest Shelf facies distribution related to glacial cycles 

has been previously developed, and now it is important to relate dia-

genetic processes and products as determined from analyses of mineral-

ogical assemblages and textures to these climatic fluctuations. 

Detailed reconstruction of Pleistocene glacial history indicates 
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Fig. 27.—Paleocurrent data collected from the Grayburg and 
Queen Formations. Diagram A represents 144 measurements collected 
from the Grayburg Formation. Diagram B represents 421 directional 
measurements collected from basal Queen surfzone deposits. Diagram 
C represents 251 measurements collected from Queen intertidal deposits 
in Dark Canyon. Diagram D represents 509 raeasurements collected from 
the Queen Formation in the West Dog Canyon paleoinlet. 
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glacial maxima are accompanied by low standing sea level, coolei tem-

peratures, and greater amounts of precipitation (pluvial conditions) 

than glacial minima which are accompanied by high standing sea level, 

warmer teraperatures, and less precipitation (interpluvial conditions). 

During glacial periods the Northwest Shelf lagoon constricted, 

first exposing an outer band of carbonate cays, inner margins of V7hich 

were fringed by evaporite cemented sabkha clastics. Gradually, during 

optimum glacial conditions the entire shelf was exposed. Caliche 

soils formed along the outer shelf (0-14 miles from the shelf margin) 

in former backreef skeletal, oolitic, and to a lesser extent stro-

matolitic dolomites. Pisolitic caliche records multiple generations 

of solution and reprecipitation of carbonate within the vadose zone, 

reflecting seasonal climate with wet seasons (coinciding with periods 

of carbonate solution) alternating V7ith dry (evaporation and carbon-

ate precipitation). Leaching and hydration of evaporite cement and con-

version of sabkha clastics into caliche soils also reflects seasonal 

fresh water lens forraation. 

Paleo-calichefication and leaching diminish shelfward sp that 

beyond approxiraately 25 miles 'shelfward from the basin margin large 

volumes of halite cemented upper sabkha clastics and coarsely crys-

talline halite are preserved. The association of outer shelf leached 

and pisolitized intervals with contemporaneous inner shelf halite-

rich sequences indicates extreme climatic variations between outer 

and inner portions of the shelf during glacial maxima. 

Apparently, precipitation was concentrated around the outer 

shelf margins during glacial periods, diminishing shelfward. Data 
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previously discussed indicate that much of the southv7estern United 

States was a dune field during Permian time, and extreme aridity. also 

prevailed over inner margins of the Northwest Shelf. Such intense 

aridity prevailing to the north-northwest seemingly indicates that 

seasonal storms (perhaps monsoonal) originated over the Delaware Basin 

and moved inland. Rainfall was concentrated over the subaerially 

exposed reef and backreef, mostly 0-14 miles frora the shelf raargin 

(width of the piso itic carbonate zone), but some evaporite leaching 

occurred as far back as 23 miles from the shelf edge (Figure 26). 

During interglacial periods the shelf lagoon expanded, reef 

growth flourished, and a single sabkha tract fringed the inner shelf. 

Inner shelf, upper sabkha, halite, anhydrite, and gypsura ceraented 

clastics and coarsely crystalline halite were not leached indicating 

continuous inner shelf aridity both during glacial and interglacial 

periods. Significant amounts of precipitation are recorded only in 

outer shelf sediments during pluvials. 

Paleobotanical data also confirm existence of carbonate cays 

and more humid climates around the outer shelf during glacial maxima. 

Carbonized plant reraains are abundant in cored sandstone intervals of 

the Cherry Canyon and Bell Canyon Formations of the Delaware Basin. 

These appear as carbonized leafy twigs 1-2 inches long and have been 

identified as Walchia. The narae Walchia is applied to much Upper Car-

boniferous and Permian leafy twig material of apparent conifer origin 

in which foliage shoots are characterized by pinnate arrangement of 

ultimate branches. According to R. H. Beck (1969, personal comn.unica-

tion) Walchia is found only in the unnaraed sandstone merabers of the 
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Cherry Canyon and Bell Canyon Forraations, especially in cores col-' 

lected 0-15 miles from the basin raargin. These fossils are rare in 

subsea channel deposits but are coraraon in overbank and fringe accumu-

lations. 

Walchia could not have grov7n on the Northwest Shelf during 

interglacial periods V7hen the outer shelf was flooded and the inner 

shelf V7as an extensive salt flat. This conifer must have flourished 

on the outer shelf carbonate island tract during glacials. Pluvial 

conditions apparently stimulated grovjth, The observed association of 

Walchia V7ith sandstone members of the Cherry Canyon and Bell Canyon 

Formations but never with carbonate members is another iraportant line 

of evidence supporting Walchia grov7th during glacial-pluvial condi-

tions. Large quantities of sand were introduced into the Delaware 

Basin during low stands in sea level víhen the shelf lagoon constricted. 

Thus, lagoonal constriction, carbonate cay formation, Walchia growth, 

and accuraulation of terrigenous clastics in the Delaware Basin were 

conteraporaneous events. 

Walchia concentration in cores collected adjacent to the basin 

margin reflects proxiraity of t'he source, outer shelf carbonate cays. 

Leaves and branches were blovm into the Delaware Basin, subsequently 

became water-logged and sank to the bottom. Currents operating in 

subsea channels largely prevented settling of plant debris so that 

organic material accumulated over inter-channel areas (overbanks) and 

also along the outer subsea fan maxgins (distal fringes) where less 

agitated conditions prevailed. 



CHAPTER VI 

DETAILED RECONSTRUCTION OF THE GRAYBURG-

QUEEN ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK 

Outer Shelf Environraental Framev7ork 

Reconstructed From Outcrop 

Investigations 

Grayburg-Queen exposures in the Guadalupe and Brokeoff Moun-

tains correspond to outer portions (0-14 railes from the shelf margin) 

of the Northwest Shelf (Figure 3). The Grayburg Formation was studied 

from Last Chance Canyon southwest through Shattuck Valley and West Dog 

Canyon. These investigations established that Grayburg sediments 

accumulated in environments similar to those described in the super-

jacent Queen Formation by Williaras (1967). 

The Grayburg Formation may be divided into tv70 provinces based 

on differences in depositional environment and stratigraphic geometry. 

In West Dog and Last Chance Canyons, the Grayburg consists of tongue-

shaped tidal inlet wedges oriented perpendicular to the basin margin; 

intercanyon regions are coraposed of sheet-like supratidal and inter-

tidal facies, In Last Chance Canyon the Grayburg conformably overlies 

the upper San Andres Formation. Harrison (1966, p. 97) proposes that 

the Cherry Canyon tongue, subjacent lower San Andres, and superjacent 

upper San Andres Formation accumulated in the shelfward extension of 
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a submarine canyon. In longitudinal view (i.e., dov7n the canyon axis, 

perpendicular to the 'platform margin) canyon fill exhibits giant "fore-

sets) with southeastward inclinations of 4°-10°, recording progressive 

filling of the canyon dov7n-canyon from the initial head. Upon shoal-

ing, the subraarine canyon position V7as maintained by a large tidal 

inlet. Harrison (1966) found Cherry Canyon tongue current features 

oriented southeastv7ard, and such unidirectional flow is strong evi-

dence of a submarine canyon origin. The superjacent Grayburg Forma-

tion contains a biraodal directional population indicative of shallov? 

intertidal environments (Figure 27). 

The Grayburg Formation in the Last Chance Canyon paleoinlet is 

composed of intertidal-supratidal clastics and carbonates, the basal 

portion of which consists of a 30 foot-thick tidal bar unit (Figure 

28) which exhibits the following upward genetic sequence: (1) a 10 

foot-thick burrowed and churned, very fine-grained sandstone víhich 

accumulated in deeper tidal inlet waters where deposition was slow 

enough to perrait complete homogenization by burrowing organisms, (2) 

a 10 foot-thick, current ripple cross-bedded, fine-grained sandstone 

with 180° current reversals (NW-SE) which accumulated in large tidal 

channcls (Figure 29), and (3) a 10 foot-thick, raediura-grained sand-

stone containing large foresets commonly truncated, recording spill-

over lobe accretion (Figures 30 and 31) . A thin beach interval con-

sisting of gently inclined sheaved larainae overlies the large foresets 

(Figure 30). The remainder of the Last Chance Canyon Grayburg section 

consists of alternations of intertidal flats (Figures 32 and 33), 

algal flat (Figure 34), and supratidal flat deposits. 
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PRIMARY STRUCTURES ENVIRONMENT 

GENTLY INCLINED BUNDLES OF 
LAMINAE WITH TRUNCATION 
SURFACES AND WAVE RIPPLES 

STEEPLY INCLINED (ZO^-SS") 
FORESETS WITH NUMEROUS 
TRUNCATÍON SURFACES 

LARGE CHANNELS CONTAINING 
OPPOSED CURRENT RIPPLE 
STRUCTURES 

FORESHORE BEACH 

SPILLOVER 
LOBES 

TIDAL CHANNELS 
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MASSIVE, BURROWED AND 
CHURNED, HOMOGENIZED 
INTERVAL WITH ABUNDANT 
FODINICHNIA 

DEEPER PORTIONS 
OF TIDAL INLETS 

Fig. 28,—Tidal bar sandstone unit. 
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Fig. 29.—Oblique view of basal Grayburg tidal channel sand-
stone body overlain by tidal bar sandstone. Near Last Chance Canyon. 

Fig. 30.—Lateral view of spillover lobe foresets. Note thin 
beach interval (parallel plane larainations) overlying foresets. Near 
Last Chance Canyon. 
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rnnT.io ^^^i 31.~Close-up of spi l lover lobe foreset r ipples on bedding plane. ^-ureset s. Note wave 

nn r , ̂ ^8'.32.—Bedding plane view of small current ripples develoned 
on Grayburg xntertidal flat sandstone. Near Last Chance Canjon ' 
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Fig. 33.—Lateral view of round-flat crested wave ripples in 
Grayburg intertidal flat sandstone. Near Last Chance Canyon. 

Fig. 34.—Lateral view of crinkly LLH-S stromatolites in 
Grayburg algal flat sandstone. 
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The basal tidal inlet facies is absent throughout the adjacent 

shelf facies, and the entire Grayburg section consists of intertidal-

supratidal cycles (Figure 35). Thick intervals of Grayburg carbonates 

and clastics have been leached and converted to calcisols (Figure 36). 

Superjacent Queen sediraents, which accumulated in similar 

depositional environments through the sarae general area are also char-

acterized by tv70 raajor facies (Williaras, 1967). Queen deposits extend-

ing through the Dark Canyon area consist of sheet-like shelf facies 

composed of nearshore sandbelt, intertidal and supratidal intervals 

elongated parallel to the shelf margin. In West Dog Canyon Queen sedi-

ments accuraulated as a tongue-shaped tidal inlet wedge oriented-norraal 

to the basin margin. 

The basal Queen of the shelf facies consists of a 40 foot-

thick sandstone unit traceable throughout Dark Canyon (Figure 37). 

The lov7er portion of this unit is composed of a 28 foot-thick, very 

fine-grained sandstone interval, thoroughly horaogenized by burrowing 

organisras recording infra-surfzone accuraulation. Superjacent to this 

is a 10-foot-thick, fine-grained sandstone containing giant current 

ripple cross-bedded sets V7ith opposed NE-SW orientations (Figure 38) 

recording surfzone deposition. A thin beach unit consisting of fore-

shore and backshore deposits overlies the surfzone sandstone (Figures 

39 and 40). 

The succeeding 180 feet consists of alternating lagoonal, 

intertidal, and supratidal sequences sirailar to those previously 

desciribed in the Grayburg Forraation (Figures 41 and 42). The uppermost 
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Fig. 35.—Transverse view of Grayburg tidal channel sandstone 
body overlain by algal flat dolomites. Note frontal views of large 
current ripples. 

Fig. 36.—Teepee structure in Grayburg pisolitic dolomite. 
Note brecciated core and superjacent and subjacent horizontal beds. 
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PRIMARY STRUCTURES ENVIRONMENT 

STEEPLY INCLINED BUNDLES 
OF LAMINAE WITH NUMEROUS 
TRUNCATION SURFACES 

GENTLY INCLINED BUNDLES 
OF LAMINAE WITH NUMEROUS 
TRUNCATION SURFACES 
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Fig. 37.—Basal Queen barr ier island sandstone unit . 
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Fig. 38,—Basal Queen surfzone-beach sandstone body. Note 
longitudinal view of surfzone current ripples and superjacent fore-
shore beach, parallel plane larainations. X-Bar Ranch. 

Fig. 39.—Close-up of Queen beach interval. 
plane larainations and wave ripples. 

Note parallel 
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Fig. 40.—Washover fans in basal Queen beach sandstone. Note 
washover direction from left to right. McCollura Ranch, Eddy County, 
New Mexico, 

Fig. 41.—Lateral view of LLH-C stromatolites in Queen algal 
flat sandstone. McCollum Ranch, Dark Canyon. 
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Fig. 42.—Bedding plane view of desiccated algal raat in Queen 
algal flat doloraite. Near X-Bar Ranch. 
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Fig. 43.—Molds of leached anhydrite rosettes in sabkha sand-
stone body of the Shattuck Meraber, upper Queen Formation. Near Rocky 
Arroyo. 
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100 feet of the Queen Forraation, designated the Shattuck Member by 

Newell and others (1953, p. 45), consists of reddish siltstones, sand-

stones, and doloraites. In R.ocky Arroyo the upper portion of the 

Shattuck Member is composed of alternations of algal flat dolomites 

and sabkha sandstone intervals which contain calcite rosette pseudo-

morphs after gypsum (Figure 43) and sraall pods of coarse-grained lag 

sands. 

The West Dog Canyon tidal inlet fill records another shoaled 

submarine canyon, and both Queen and Grayburg Forraations thin consid-

erably from southeast to northv7est up the canyon axis, recording pro-

gressive inlet filling from northv7est to southeast, åo^m the canyon 

axis. The basal 40 feet of the Queen Formation consists of a tidal 

bar complex consisting of tidal channel, spillover lobe, and thin 

beach accumulations. Superjacent deposits are composed of tidal 

channel sandstones and oolitic dolomites which alternate with inter-

tidal-supratidal flat sandstones and dolomites and thin beach inter-

vals. 

Subsurface Outer Shelf Environraental Fraraework 

Outer shelf (0-14 miles from the shelf raargin) core samples 

were collected frora wells along the Northwest Shelf margin southeast-

ward dovm the western raargin of the Central Basin Platform. The 

Grayburg-Queen interval, 600-700 feet thick on the outer shelf, con-

sists of lagoonal skeletal apron and micritic carbonates, lower inter-

tidal and algal flat clastics and carbonates, tidal channel terrigen-

ous and oolitic clastics, and lower and upper sabkha evaporites and 

clastics. 
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During initial stages of glaciation portions of the reef and 

immediate backreef V7ere subaerially exposed, and progressively larger 

volumes of terrigenous clastics reached the outer shelf. Sabkhas 

formed on inner margins of cays, succeeded lagoonward by algal flats, 

intertidal, and lagoonal deposits. Gypsum crystal mjash was precipi-

tated over lower sabkhas where chlorinities between 65^/00 and l^^^/oo 

prevailed, As glaciation proceeded and the lagoon further constricted, 

environra.ental belts prograded lagoonward. Upper sabkhas víere super-

imposed over former lov.i'er sabkha sediments, and mushy gypsum layers 

and larger crystals (rosettes and blades) were replaced by anhydrite 

nudules and nodular beds. Magnesium-rich sabkha brines dolomitized 

subjacent, aragonitic, former intertidal, oolitic sands and lagoonal 

muds. Terrigenous clastics which accumulated within the constricted 

lagoon and over intertidal, algal flat, and supratidal zones were 

cemented by evaporite minerals precipitated across upper portions of 

sabkhas. 

As glaciation proceeded and pluvial conditions developed, 

large areas of the outer shelf were exposed, fresh water lenses formed, 

and much of the outer shelf was subjected to fresh water vadose, cap-

illary, and phreatic processes. Thick pisolitic caliche intervals 

formed in the vadose zone, especially over former backreef skeletal 

apron carbonates. Evaporites (ceraent and nodular bedded units) were 

leached and hydrated, and many sandy intervals calichefied, obliter-

ating dcpositional textures and obscuring or destroying primary sedi-

mentary structures. 
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During waning glacíation and subsequent deglaciation, the 

shelf lagoon began to expand and continuous aridity returned to the 

outer shelf. Sabkha belts migrated up back sides of carbonate cays 

dolomitizing calcisol profiles and plugging upper portions with anhy-

drite. 

Nuraerous regressive-transgressive cycles have been recognized 

in outer shelf cores. Near the shelf margins regressions are irecorded 

by upper sequences of pisolitized backreef skeletal apron carbonates, 

leached and pisolitized intertidal and stroraatolitic algal flat clas-

tics and carbonates, and leached and pisolitized sabkha clastics. 

Transgressions are reflected in upward sequences of anhydrite plugged, 

pisolitized carbonates and clastics, sabkha evaporites, algal flat, 

Intertidal, and lagoonal sediraents. Inner, outer shelf accumulations 

contain thicker evaporite sequences, a reflection of shelfward dimin-

ution in precipitation and associated leaching and calichefication. 

Subsurface Middle Shelf Environmental Fraraév7ork 

A total of ten middle shelf (14-25 miles from the shelf margin) 

.cores collected principally from wells on the Northwest Shelf were 

studied during this investigation. Middle shelf Grayburg-Queen accumu-

lations consist of upper and lower sabkha clastics and evaporites, 

algal flat carbonates and clastics, intertidal flat clastics and car-

bonates, tidal channel clastics and oolites, and lagoonal carbonates 

and clastics. 

Middle shelf deposits (especially inner portions) are charac-

terized by much thicker lower-upper sabkha evaporite sequences than 
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those of the outer shelf, partly because this portion of the shelf 

was not exposed as often. During intermediate to low stands in sea 

level, as the lagoon constricted, large quantities of clastics were 

introduced to the middle shelf, and tV70 sabkha belts formed along mar-

gins qf the narrow shelf lagoon. Upper sabkha deflation flats were 

succeeded lagoonward by lower sabkha (inner flood recharge zone) gyp-

sum intervals and intertidal-lagoonal clastics and carbonates. As 

environraenta belts prograded lagoonward, lovzer sabkha accumulations 

occupied successively higher supratidal positions, and gypsum was 

replaced by anhydrite, Supratidal saline lake deposits, consisting of 

coarsely crystalline halite associated V7ith mud cracked red shale, 

are preserved along inner margins of the middle shelf. These bittern 

lakes probably formed over upper sabkha deflation scours, and upon 

desiccation large mud polygons formed and sparry halite crystallized 

from concentrated brines a few inches beneath the mud cracked surface. 

During optimum glacial conditions and associated pluvial 

climates most (and sometimes all) of the Northwest Shelf was subaer-

ially exposed. Much of the middle shelf, especially outer portions, 

was exposed to fresh water vadose, capillary, and phreatic processes. 

Evaporites were leached and calcisols formed. However, pisolitic 

intervals did not develop over middle shelf dolomites reflecting dimin-

ution in precipitation and related telescoping of fresh víater zones 

in a shelfward direction. 

The middle shelf is a transition zone between outer shelf 

leached and pisolitized intervals and inner shelf evaporites. This 
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gradation is evidence supporting previously proposed climatic dispar-

ities between outer and inner portions of the Northwest Shelf. 

Inner Shelf Environmental Fraraework 

Inner shelf accuraulations extend from 25 miles north-northv7est 

of the platform margin shelfward into central New Mexico. The inner 

shelf consisted predominantly of a vast, supratidal deflation flat at 

times more than 200 miles wide extending into DeBaca and Guadalupe 

Counties, New Mexico. Terrigenous clastics were blovTn across this 

extensive sabkha tract devoid of perraanent or epheraeral streams to 

lagoonal margins and the Delaware Basin. Inner shelf sediments con-

sist principally of upper sabkha evaporite cemented sandstones and 

saline lake deposits with subordinate voluraes of lower sabkha evapor-

ites, algal flat carbonates and clastics, and intertidal clastics. 

The inner shelf is characterized by thick (10-15 feet) coarsely crys-

talline halite intervals associated with thick intervals of evaporite 

ceraented sandstones. Preservation of such large voluraes of soluble 

salts deraonstrates the continuous, extremely hot and arid conditions 

which prevailed over the inner shelf during both glacial and inter-

glacial periods. 



CHAPTER VII 

PRINCIPLES OF CEMENTATION 

Cementation Models 

A thorough literature survey indicates little progress has 

been made in determining where, when, and hov7 sediments are lithified. 

Significance of various depositional and post-depositional environments 

has not been satisfactorily evaluated. Subsequently, characteristics 

of cement and grain cement relationships have not been associated with 

depositional and post-depositional processes nor has cementation timing 

been firmly established. After evaluating previous investigations it 

was apparent that a more uniformitarian approach utilizing recent 

cementation models as recently proposed by Jacka (1969) is required to 

resolve these major problems. 

Soil zones composed of phreatic, capillary, and vadose moisture 

zones comprise one such model (Figure 44). The phreatic zone, the zone 

of saturation, which lies below the water table is characterized by 

water-filled voids, the water moving dov7nward under the influence of 

gravity. The capillary movement zone lies above the V7ater table, and 

soil water is drawn upv7ard by capillary tension. Height of capillary 

rise is dependent on soil grain size, the smaller the soil particles, 

the smaller the intergranular pores, and the farther V7ater can be dravTn. 

The capillary zone can be divided into the capillary moisture zone, 

72 
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Fig. 44.—Soil moisture zones. (Adapted from Strahler, 1963) 
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characterized by capillary watcr nearly filling soil porosity, and 

the continuous film zone dictinguished by continuous water films and 

Interconnected air-filled voids. The vadose or discrete filra zone 

lies above the capillary fringe and is characterized by separated, 

'thin capillary moisture films which cling to grains and evaporate 

during dry periods. 

Meteoric water constitutes the moisture systera described above, 

whereas connate fluids are associated with another cementation raodel, 

the connate zone. According to White (1965, p. 345) connate fluids 

consist of "fossil" water V7hich has been out of contact with the atmos-

phere for an appreciable part of a geologic period and is similar in 

age or somewhat younger than the associated rocks. White (1965) 

believes connate fluids occur as interstitial water of unmetamorphosed 

sediments, extrusive rocks, and water derived from both. The connate 

zone is characterized by grain-moisture relationships identical to the 

phreatic z'one as interstices in each are fluid-filled although the 

chemical composition of the water is different. 

Grain-interstitial V7ater relationships determine cement crys-

tallinity (Jacka, 1969). For example, if the solubility product of a 

particular mineral is exceeded within a network of fluid-filled voids, 

large crystals raay grov7 because a continuous ion supply is available. 

Evaporation of thin, grain-clinging, fluid filras may induce saturation 

and precipitation of a particular mineral producing only thin, micro-

crystalline, grain coating films because of the discontinuous ion sup-

ply and the grain-fluid spatial relationship. 
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In the phreatic and connate environments, characterized by 

continuous fluid-filled voids, coarsely crystalline, interstice-filling 

cement will be precipitated upon saturation. In contrast, the vadose 

zone is characterized by thin, discontlnuous, grain-clinging water 

films, and upon evaporation-induced precipitation, cement V7ill consist 

of microcrystalline grain-coating films. Fluid-grain relationships 

exhibited in the capillary moisture and continuous film zones of cap-

illary moveraent present a raore coraplex situation, The lower capillary 

moisture zone consists essentially of water-filled voids, and if the 

solubility product of a particular raineral is exceeded, the resultant 

precipitate should be coarsely crystalline identical to that of the 

phreatic zone, The upper continuous filra zone is composed of continu-

ous air and water-filled voids, and precipitates should be character-

ized by areas of interstice-filling sparry cement alternating with 

grain coating raicrocrystalline films, 

Characteristics of Vadose Cementation 

General Features 

Numerous examples of recent and ancient vadose cementation and 

related vadose phenomena including caliche, beachrock, laterite, baux-

Ite, ceraented fanglomerate, and dripstone were studied during this 

investigation. These studies indicate vadose ceraent, regardless of 

mineralogy and that of clastic raaterial has identifiable characteris-

tics. 

Recent vadose cement is characterized during initial stages by 

precipitation of raicritic (crystal diameter less than 2 microns), grain 
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coating, evaporative filros of CaCO , FeO'OH, Fe 0 , Al(OH) , AIO-OH, 

etc. These films force grains apart destroying original depositional 

texture (individual grains exhibiting nuraerous point contacts), but 

primary sedimentary structures such as current ripple cross-bedding 

are retained. 

During intermediate stages floating textures are produced as 

additional evaporative films push grains progressively farther apart; 

the films often coalescing to forra small pisolites. Extensive grain 

replacement may occur, depending on grain mineralogy and chemical cora-

position of cement-precipitating fluids, resulting in more exaggerated 

floating textures. Priraary sediraentary structures are obscured or 

obliterated during interraediate stages. 

Extrerae floating textures develop during late vadose cementa-

tion stages by addition of large volum.es of micritic, evaporative 

cement and extensive grain replaceraent. Large composite pisolites and 

nodules may form. In caliche deposits brecciated anticlines may 

develop by expansion due to addition of large quantities of vadose 

carbonate. 

By the vadose cementation mechanisra outlined above, a current 

ripple cross-bedded, quartzose sand exhibiting depositional texture 

may be transforraed (in arid and semi-arid environraents with adjacent 

carbonate source beds) into structureless carbonate rocks. 

It is important at this point to describe occurrences and tex-

tures of various recent vadose accumulations to establish identifiable 

characteristics by which vadose phenomena can be recognized in the geo-

logic record. Beachrock, bauxite, laterite, and lithified fanglomerate 

http://volum.es
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were selected to spcc i f ica l ly i l l u s t r a t e vadose ceraentation character-

i s t i c s . Caliche w i l l be discussed in a l a t e r chapter. 

Beachrock 

Recent beachrock forms in upper portions of the intertidal zone 

along tropical coastlines in carbonate sedimentological provinces. It 

consists of aragonite and/or calcite ceraented terrigenous and skeletal 

clastics. Beachrock general y occurs as thin slabs dipping seaward, 

perpendicular to beach strike at less than 15° (Ginsburg, 1953, p. 85). 

In sorae areas beachrock is harvested several times annually and util-

ized as building stone, proof of recent intertidal-supratidal origin. 

Beachrock genesis has been debated for many years, Several 

investigators, including the writer, believe cementation is produced 

by heating and evaporation of CaCO„ saturated water over intertidal-

supratidal zones. Calcium carbonate solubility is dependent upon C0„ 

pressure, the concentration of which is a function of temperature and 

CO pressure in equilibriura with water (Miller, 1952). Across upper 

portions of intertidal zones, increasing temperatures and decreasing 

CO pressure decreases CaCO solubility inducing aragonite precipita-

tion. 

Beachrock from Puerto Rico consisting of mixture of terrigenous 

(mostly pyroxene and opaque hea-vy minerals) and skeletal (mainly red 

algae and coral fragments) was examined (Figure 45). These samples are 

characterized by floating textures and micritic, grain coating, arag-

onitic films O.Olnmi-O.OSmm in width. Micritic grain coatings were pre-

cipitated in the vadose zone during low tide exposure through 
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Fig. 45.—Photoraicrograph of recent beachrock from Puerto 
Rico. Note vadose aragonitic films coating pyroxene and raagnetite 
grains. Bar scale represents 0.3ram, plain light. 

Fig. 46.—Photoraicrograph of Queen beachrock which formed on 
spillover lobe crest. Note the micritic grain coating filras. Scale 
indicátes 0.4mra, plain light. 
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evaporation of grain clinging watcr films saturated with respect to 

CaCO^. Precipitation of these films wedged apart grains frora original 

point contacts producing discernable floating textures. Although 

depositional textures V7ere destroyed, priraary sediraentary structures 

(beach larainae) were retained. 

Ginsburg (1953, p, 88), Stoddart and Cann (1965, p. 244), and 

nuraerous other investigators have described and illustrated grain coat-

ing fringes of acicular calcite and aragonite crystals in recent 

beachrock, considering it priraary. Identical grain coating aggregates 

0.02ram-0.03mra in víidth coraposed of acicular crystals oriented normal to 

grain margins were observed in Puerto Rico beachrock. These acicular 

fringes formed through recrystallization of micritic films as indicated 

by remnants of raicritic carbonate within the acicular crystal aggre-

gates. In addition, ghosts of concentric, grain coating larainae can be 

detected within sorae of the acicular fringes. Most of the grain coat-

Ing, acicular crystals described in recent beachrock are apparently 

composed of calcite and perhaps formed as raetastable aragonite cement 

was exposed to fresh ground water which dissolved aragonite and subse-

quently precipitated calcite. , 

In thin section Queen beachrock samples collected from beach 

Intervals above spillover lobes appear very similar (except for clastic 

mineralogy) to recent samples from Puerto Rico (Figure 46). Thin 

micritic carbonate films (now dolomite) coated and separated grains 

from former point contacts. 
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Bauxite 

Bauxite is a V7ell docuraented pedological phenoraenon consisting 

of aluminum hydroxide minerals. Numerous investigators, notably Gordon 

and Tracey (1952) and Gordon and others (1958) have concluded bauxite 

forms above the water table in tropical-subtropical, warm, huraid cli-

mates where precipitation greatly exceeds evaporation and high tempera-

tures (generally exceeding 77"^) prevail. In addition, according to 

Gordon and others (1958) bauxite formation requires porous, aluminum-

rich rocks located in topographically elevated, well drained areas. 

Gordon and Tracey (1952, p. 17) have described Arkansas bauxite 

accumulations of Eocene age and have delineated several types of depos-

its. A specific mode of residual accumulation designated type I by 

Gordon and Tracey (1952) is similar to many other recent and ancient 

bauxite deposits and will be utilized as a model to discuss bauxitiza-

tion processes and products. 

Type I deposits accumulated on higher portions of nepheline 

syenite hills with slopes up to 42°. In the lower leached zone of 

these accumulations, original granitic textures of the parent rocks are 

preserved even to gibbsite pseudomorphs after feldspar, Geochemical 

studies conducted by Gordon and Tracey (1952, p. 26) indicate silica, 

soda, potash, lime, and magnesiura were leached frora the parent material, 

and aluminum, iron, and titanium concentrated in the residuum. The 

contact between the granitic textured bauxite of the leached zone and 

the superjacent pisolitic bauxite of the concretion zone is generally 

abrupt though very irregular. From the leached to the concretion zone. 
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the major textural change is from ra.icrocrystalline to cryptocrystalline 

gibbsite accorapanied by developraent of concretionary structures such as 

pisolites, vermicular masses, and nodules. 

Gordon and Tracey (1952) did not indicate the process by which 

aluminura hydroxides accumulated in the upper concretion (pisolitic) 

zone. Hov-̂ ever, it is possible that aluminura-rich soil solutions migra-

ted upward from the leached zone by capillary tension, evaporation of 

thin fluid filras in the vadose zone producing the various concretionary 

structures. 

Thin sections of pisolitic Arkansas bauxite V7ere studied in 

this investigation (Figure 47). These are characterized by numerous 

small and large pisolites composed of cryptocrystalline cliachite (mix-

ture of gibbsite and boehmite). Large composite pisolites, large piso-

lites containing numerous smaller pisolites, and microcrystalline lam-

inar rinds, possibly recording former solution passageways are common 

in thin section analyses. 

Laterite 

Lateritic soils, or latosols, rich in oxides and hydroxides of 

Iron, aluminum, and manganese, form in the humid tropics (Strahler, 1965, 

p. 624). Alexander and Cady (1962) from studies of African and South 

Amerrlcan latosols found these consist predominantly of goethite and 

hematite, but sorae contain significant volumes of aluminum hydroxides, 

grading into bauxites, Alexander and Cady (1962) note pisolites, con-

•cretions, or "definite separate bodies" are present in most latosols. 
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Fig. 47.—Photomicrograph of Arkansas bauxite. Note large 
and small pisolites. Bar scale represents 0.4mra, plain light. 

Fig. 48.—Photomicrograph of Hickory Sandstone a Carabrian 
latosol. Note heraatitic pisolites forraed around and replacing quartz 
nucleii. Scale indicates 0.4ram, plain light. 
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Alexander and Cady (1962) have presented a series of photomi-

crographs illustrating raany characteristics of vadose phenomena includ-

ing: goethite and heraatite coated, detrital, silicate grains; large 

and small individual pisolites and coraposite pisolites composed of 

microcrystalline hematite and goethite; and former solution passage-

ways lined V7ith microcrystalline, hematite and goethite laminae. 

Recent examples of latosols were unavailable for direct obser-

vation. Hovíever, thin sections of an apparent paleo-latosol, the Hick-

ory Sandstone Member of the Riley Formation (Cambrian) of the Llano 

Uplift, Texas were exarained, These consist of quartzose sandstone with 

scattered echinoderra fragraents. Silicate and skeletal grains are 

coated V7ith thin-thick, vadose filras (Figure 48). Heraatitic pisolites 

are common. 

Various stages of vadose lateritic ceraentation can be demon'-

strated in the Hickory Sandstone thin sections studied. Initial stages 

are characterized by thin hematitic filras which wedged grains apart 

from initial point contacts. More advanced stages are characterized 

by thick hematitic, grain coating films and large hematitic pisolites. 

Well developed floating textures characterize late stages of lateritic 

cementation. 

Iron-bearing precursor grains were not observed in the Hickory 

Sandstone thin sections studied. However, Alexander and Cady (1962, 

p. 6) have reported some recent latosols are quartzose sands cemented 

with goethite or hematite. Absence of an iron-bearing precursor within 

these quartzose intervals is explained by intermittent infiltration of 

iron-rich drainage water. 
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Brown (1967) has described and illustrated glauconite pellets from 

thin section investigations of the Hickory Sandstone Member. Many of 

these appear weathered and may have supplied iron for hematitic grain 

coating filras and pisolites. 

Many other hematitic "oolitic" deposits in the geologic record 

probably represenf paleo-latosols as suggested by Jacka (1969). The 

Clinton Group (Silurian) víhich is discontinuously exposed from northern 

portions of New York southv7ard into Alabama is such a fossil latosol, 

Ordovician, oolitic hematite accumulations of Newfoundland apparently 

record another paleo-latosol, Establishment of a latosol genesis for 

these and other rocks is extremely significant in reconstructing víorld-

wide paleogeography and paleoclimatology. 

Fangloraerate 

Cemented Pleistocene fanglomerate samples collected south of 

Carlsbad, New Mexico along Highway 62 were also studied in thin section. 

These consist of sand to boulder size limestone grains ceraented by 

grain coating micritic calcite films up to 15mm in thickness. Some 

pebbles and cobbles have been removed frora these samples revealing the 

thick grain coatings which faithfully reproduce the size and shape of 

former cemented grains. Vadose ceraented fangloraerate samples exhibit 

well developed floating textures, as micritic films wedged apart grains. 
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Characteristics of Capillary, Phreatic, 

and Connate Cementation 

As previously indicated capillary and phreatic zone precipi-

tates should be much more coarsely crystalline than vadose because of 

continuous ionic sources. Kendall and Skipvjith (1969, p, 888), Butler 

(1969, p. 79), and Kinsraan (1966, p. 306) have described sparry, inter-

stice-filling, cubic halite crystals in the saline upper capillary zone 

(capillary fringe) of higher portions of the Abu Dhabi sabkha. Illing 

and others (1965) described large gypsura crystals grov̂ zing in the upper 

capillary zone of sabkhas fringing the Qatar Peninsula. 

Kendall and Skipwith (1969, p. 888) report large gypsum "sand 

crystals" beneath the salt water table of the interraediate and outer 

flood recharge zones of the Abu Dhabi sabkha, confirraing data presented 

by Butler (1969). Kerr and Thomson (1963, p. 1729) described selenite 

blades and rosettes from tidal flats along Laguna Madre, Texas, appar-

ently occurring in the capillary zone to slightly beneath the salt 

water table. 

Recent or ancient connate cementation has not been fully docu-

mented. R. H. Beck (1969, personal comraunication) is presently study-

ing diagenesis of Perraian deep water clastics of the Delaware Basin, 

the eastern part of which is deeply buried and has never been subjected 

to vadose, capillary, or phreatic processes. Beck has concluded that 

sparry interstice-filling calcite cement found in these clastics records 

crystallization frora connate fluids. 
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Deterraination of Relative Depth and 

Timing of Ceraentation 

Relative cementation depths can be determined by studying 

grain-ceraent relationships. Sandstones ceraented at or near the surface 

are characterizéd by floating textures as crystallization forces of 

cementing agents exceeded overburden pressure, and grains were wedged 

apart. Sandstones throughout the rock record characterized by float-

ing textures produced by ceraent push-apart of grains may be construed 

as exaraples of early (pre-compaction) cementation (Figures 49 and 50). 

Clastics cemented at significant depths are distinguished by 

overly close grain packing, exhibiting numerous point contacts and 

small to large amounts of interstice-filling sparry ceraent. In such 

rocks overburden pressure prevented crystallizing ceraent frora wedging 

grains apart, and thus, ceraent in tightly packed sandstones may be 

considered late (post-compaction) (Figures 49 and 51). 

Flaky mineral deformation (muscovite, biotite, etc.) is an 

excellent indicator of ceraentation timing and depth. Early (pre-cora-

paction) ceraentation is characterized by undeformed flaky grains because 

previously lithified sediment V7ill not compact at depth. Late (post-

compaction) cementation is distinguished by distorted, twisted, and 

bent flaky grains because compaction occurred prior to lithification 

(Figure 51). 

Northwest Shelf clastics are characterized by floating textures 

produced in part by expansion of crystallizing vadose, micritic, car-

bonate cement as well as capillary, sparry anhydrite, gypsum, and 
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Fig. 49.—Diagrammatic representation of cementation of i n i -
t ial ly deposited sand (A) exhibiting numerous point contacts. Early 
cementation (pre-corapaction) i s shown in (B); l a t e ceraentation (post-
compaction), in (C). 
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Fig. 50,—Photoraicrograph of anhydrite ceraented sandstone. 
Note floating texture indicative of cementation under little over-
burden and sparry anhydrite which precipitated from fluid-filled 
voids. Scale indicates O.lmm, X-nicols, 
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Fig. 51.—Photoraicrograph of Delaware Basin sandstone, Note 
overly close packing and deforraed rauscovite grains indicative of late 
(post-corapaction) ceraentation under significant overburden. Bar scale 
represents 0.05mra, X-nicols. 
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halite (Figure 50). Flr.ky grains are essentially undeforraed; thus, 

ceraentation occurred early, at or near the depositional interface. 

Delaware Basin clastics are characterized by overly close pack-

ing with bent, tvíisted, and torn flaky grains (Figure 51). In addition 

silicate grains dissolved their way into skeletal carbonate allochems. 

These accumulations viexe cemented under much overburden. 



CHAPTER VIII 

OUTER SHELF SEDIMENTATION AND DIAGENESIS 

Carbonates 

Matthews (1968) notes most marine carbonate sediraents are cora-

posed of unstable aragonite and high magnesiura calcite, but ancient 

carbonate accuraulations consist of stable calcite and dolomite, Thxs 

phenomenon has only recently been explained V7ithin the context of 

recent carbonate diagenesis models, 

Matthews (1968) in carbonate diagenesis studies of exposed 

Pleistocene coral reefs of Barbados has demonstrated relatively rapid 

solution of aragonite and precipitation of calcite onto pre-existing 

calcite nucleii. This neomorphic mechanism partially explains paucity 

of aragonitic carbonate and abundance of calcite in the geologic record. 

Most shelf dolomites in the geologic record can be exp ained 

In terms of the recently proposed supratidal dolomitization concept by 

which magnesium-rich brines, produced by sea water evaporation over 

supratidal flats, react with calcium carbonate sediment to forra doloraite. 

Recent supratidal dolomitization has been described in the Florida Keys 

(Shinn, 1964), Bahama Islands (Shinn and others, 1965), and along Per-

sian Gulf margins (Illing and others, 1965), (Eutler, 1969) and (Kinsman, 

1969). 

90 
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On the outer shelf during high standing sea level, aragonitic 

Btuds and pellet muds accum.u ated within the shelf lagoon, while in 

the agitated intertidal zone aragonite precipitated around grains to 

form tidal channel-delta oolitic sands. Reef-derived aragonitic and 

calcitic skeletal debris formed a backreef skeletal apron. All these i 

carbonates were penecontemporaneously dolomitized by magnesiura-rich 

brines developed through sea water evaporation over sabkhas. 

Supratidal doloraitization of Persian Gulf sabkha carbonates, a 

recent analogue to Grayburg-Queen dolomitization, has been described 

in detail by Butler (1969, p. 79) from studies of the Abu Dhabi sabkha. 

-H- -H-
Here, the Mg /Ca ratio increases frora 5.3 in the lagoon to approxi-

mately 35 at the landward raargin of the inner flood recharge zone. 

++ -H-
The Mg /Ca ratio decreases to 10 across the interraediate flood 

recharge zone and to betvs'cen 3 and 4 across the outer flood recharge 

-H- -f-
zone. Precipitation of aragonite and gypsura produces the high Mg /Ca 

ratio alorig the lower sabkha raargins, and subsequent diminution of the 

ratio across the sabkha is caused by dolomitization of aragonite and 

calcite by the reaction: 

^CaCO^ + Mg"^ = CaMg^CO^)^ + Ca"^ 

Illing and others (1965, p. 105) noted an identical phenomenon 

over sabkhas along the western coast of the Qatar Peninsula where 

lagoons are being filled by seaward progradation of environraental belts 

recorded by the upward succession of lagoonal carbonate muds and pellet 

muds, intertidal pellet muds, and algal stromatolitic aragonitic mud. 

As the upper sabkha tract migrates lagoonv7ard underlying aragonitic 

sediments are dolomitized. 
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Grayburg-Queen sediments were similarly dolomitized, Across 

upper portions of the sabkha. tract, magnesium-rich brinê ; were pro-

duced by high evaporation rates and precipitation of aragonite and 

gypsura, As Northwest Shelf environmental belts prograded lagoonward, 

especially in response to glaciation-induced sea level drops, sabkha 

tracts were superimposed over former algal flat, intertidal, lagoonal, 

and backreef skeletal apron aragonitic sediments, dolomitizing them. 

Illing and others (1965, p, 97) noted that when traced beneath 

the sabkha, lagoonal pellet muds, intertidal pellet sands, and stroraat-

olitic aragonite muds lose sediraentary textures as they become 

dolomitized. Replacement of aragonite by dolomite was demonstrated in 

a series of electron photomicrographs in víhich aragonitic muds, con-

sisting of six-sided needles up to approximately 0,5 microns in diame-

ter and 1-5 microns long, became rounded, coalesced, and transformed 

++ 
through dissolution and addition of Mg into dolomite rhombs 1-5 

microns in diaraeter (Illing and others, 1965). 

Illing and others (1965, p. 106) deraonstrated gypsura replace-

ment of gastropod and other mollusk allochems as well as aragonite pel-

lets and interstitial mud in former lagoonal sediments exposed in pits 

dug in upper portions of Sabkha Faishakh. Illing and others (1965) 

have also shown upper sabkha leaching of calcitic skeletal grains pro-

ducing fossil-moldic porosity in forraer lagoonal sediraents. 

Sirailar phenoraena have been observed in Grayburg-Queen lagoonal 

carbonates (Figure 52). Gastropod allochems, brachiopod shell debris, 

enclosing dolomitic pellets, and interstitial mud have been replaced by 
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Fig. 52.—Photomicrograph of lagoonal dolopelraicrite. Note 
pellets and scattered molluscan fragraents replaced by anhydrite. 
Scale indicates 0.4mra, plain light. 

Fig. 53.—Photoraicrograph of tidal channel, oolitic doloraite. 
Note anhydrite (high birefringent raineral) replacing oolites and 
brachiopod valve. Bar scale represents 0.4ram, X-nicols. 
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sparry anhydrite. Initially, gyp.si.im may have replaced this material, 

but perhaps, as these lagoonal sediments occupied progressively higher 

sabkha positions and chlorinities increased, gypsura v;as disso ved and 

anhydrite precipitated. Fossil-moldic porosity created by Jeaching of 

mollusk allochems is common in lagoonal carbonates and probably also 

developed beneath the upper sabkha surface. According to Murray (1960) 

leaching of calcitic skeletal grains in ancient doloraites is an impor-

tant. part of dolomitization. Murray (1960) believes leaching of local 

calcite sources provides extra carbonate ions necessary to complete the 

conversion. " 

Grayburg-Queen intertidal-lagoonal carbonates were penecontem-

poraneously dolomitized beneath the sabkha. In addition to dolopelraic-

rites, lagoonal carbonates consist of light gray doloraicrites coraposed 

of anhedral to rhorabic doloraite crystals less than 2 raicrons in crystal 

diameter V7ith recrystallized (microspar) patches. Many of these dolo-

mites contain abundant tabular anhydrite crystals (pseudomorphous after 

gypsum) ranging from 5rara to 50mm in length as well as anhydrite rosettes 

(pseudomorphs after gypsum). These crystals grew in the soft carbonate 

mud beneath the sabkha water table and formed as a consequence of dolo-

mitization which released necessary calcium ions. Butler (1969, p. 80) 

noted an increase in calcium with depth and precipitation of gypsum 

crystals beneath the salt water table of upper portions of the Abu Dhabi 

sabkha, concluding that dolomitization and gypsum precipitation V7ere 

concurrent processes. 

' Oolitic tidal channel accumulations V7ere doloraitized beneath 

the upper sabkha and anhydrite replaced mollusk and brachiopod allochems 
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and oolites (Figure 53). In some samples extreme floating textures 

were produced by sparry anhydrite replacement of oolites. 

Algal flat aragonitic muds were also penecontemporaneously 

dolomitized beneath the upper sabkha. Algal genesis of these rocks has 

been definitely established by identification of well preserved algal 

filaments which appear tubular in longitudinal vieví and circular in 

cross section (Figure 54). Filaraents range from 0,04mra to 0,09mm in 

diameter, are encased in dolomicrite, and filament interiors are 

filled with very finely crystalline, subhedral dolomite crystals. 

Stroraatolitic carbonates consist principally of doloraicrites with abun-

dant recrystallized microspar patches consisting of subhedral dolomite 

crystals averaging O.OOSnmi in diameter. Some stromatolitic dolomic-

rites have been partially to nearly completely replaced by anhydrite. 

This metasomatisra raust have occurred at higher sabkha positions as high 

chlorinity conditions required for anhydrite precipitation were never 

developed over algal flats. 

Large expanses of the outer shelf including backreef skeletal 

apron, tidal channel and tidal delta oolitic accuraulations, as well as 

lagoonal and algal flat rauds and pellet muds V7ere subaerially exposed 

during optimura glacial conditions. As moist pluvial conditions pre-

vailed over the outer shelf, fresh v<rater lenses formed, and V7ell devel-

oped calcisol horizons v̂ êre produced, especially on outer portions of 

the outer shelf. Grayburg-Queen caliche zones thin and wedge out 

approximately 14 miles shelfward from the platform margin, recordiíig 

attenuation of the vadose zone. 
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Fig. 54.—Photoraicrograph of algal flat dolomicrite. Note 
transverse view of algal filaments. Scale represents 0.3mra, plain 
light. 

Fig. 55.—Photoraicrograph of pisolitic doloraite. Note large 
composite pisolite at right and truncated pisolite at lower left. Bar 
scale indicates 0.4mm, plain light. 
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These Guadalupiaa outer shelf deposits represent authigenic 

carbonate accumulations in the Cca soil horizon. Gile and others (1965) 

have proposed the term "K horizon" as a new master horizon in V7hich 

appreciable or overv7he ming alteration due to carbonate accumulation 

has occurred. The K horizon contains at least 90 per cent K-fabric 

in the most prorainent subhorizon and at least 50 per cent in upper and 

lower transitional subhorizons. K-fabric is characterized by aphanitic, 

authigenic carbonate which coats, engulfs, separates, cements clastic 

material, and exhibits a variety of forms including laminar, nodular, 

cylindroidal, massive, blocky, and platey. 

Nuraerous workers including Bretz and Horberg (1949) , Brov7n 

(1956), Frye and others (1958), Thoraas (1964, 1968), Gile and others 

(1965), and Hawley and Gile (1966) have described Plio-Pleistocene 

caliche of the southv7estern United States. Numerous K-fabric sedimen-

tary structures have been described from these deposits including 

brecciated intervals, banded nticrocrystalline rinds, coated grains, 

individual and coraposite pisolites exhibiting numerous generations of 

solution and reprecipitation of calcite, solution channels and cavi-

ties, and caliche anticlines. 

Guadalupian K-fabric is found throughout the San Andres, Gray-

burg, Queen, Seven Rivers, Yates, and Tansill Formations of the North-

west Shelf and Central Basin Platform. It is characterized by indi-

vidual and composite pisolites v̂ hich occur in discrete, irregular-

subspheroidal pockets which are enveloped by anastomosing laminar rinds 

composed of microcrystalline dolomite víhich Jacka and others (1969) 
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believe represent former solution passagev7ays filled with "dripstone." 

Pisolites consist of subspheroidal to irregularly shaped grains with 

concentric larainae coniposed of micritic carbonate filras coating nucleii 

which may consist of bioclasts, oolites, pre-existing pisolite frag-

ments exhibiting solution-truncation surfaces, or other lithic clásts 

(Figures 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59). 

Pisolites reflect multiple, alternating generations of solution 

and reprecipitation of micritic, evaporative films, and these cycles 

must record a wet season-dry season cliraate. Observed solution effects 

must correspond to wet intervals and precipitation of evaporative 

films with dry periods. Guadalupian pisolites could not have formed 

under a continuously arid or wet climate. 

Laminar rind, raicrocrystalline carbonate V7hich fills solution 

passageways records evaporation of thin v:ater films which lined these 

channels. Inter-pisolite voids are commonly floored V7ith internal 

sediment or vadose silt and filled víith sparry anhydrite forming geo-

petai structures as shown by Thomas (1968, p. 33). Crumbly fractures 

produced by leaching and collapse and filled with sparry anhydrite are 

also present. 

Small domes knoxvrn as "teepee structures" are common in Guada-

lupian K horizons, especially in dolomites of the Yates and Tansill 

Formations. These folds rest upon flat lying strata, are usually not 

truncated, and are overlain by essentially horizontal beds (Figure 36). 

Newell and others (1953) and other investigators have suggested teepee 

structures forraed by expansion during anhydrite hydration to gypsura 

along bedding planes and joints. 
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Fig, 56,—Photoraicrograph of pisolitized oolitic tidal channel 
dolomite. Note composite pisolite in center of field and porosity 
occluding sparry anhydrite. Scale represents 0.4mra, X-nicols. 

Fig. 57.—Photomicrograph of pisolitic dolomite showing 
sparry anhydrite plugging solution passageway. Bar scale indicates 
0.4mm, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 58.—Photomicrograph of oolitic dolomite. Note anhydrite 
replacement of oolites. Scale represents 0.4mm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 59.—Photomicrograph of pisolitized oolitic dolomite. 
Note anhydrite replacement of oolitic carbonate. Scale represents 
0.4mm, plain light. 
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Price (1925, p. 103 6) described caliche antic?.ines in Mcxico 

which are underlain by essentially horizontal strata. Caliche impreg-

nated limestone and sandstonc beds to depths of 10-12 feet and lifted 

them. Blank and Tynes (1965) described and photographed sraall anti-

clines in caliche deposits of central exas V7hich are identical to 

teepee structures of the Guadalupe Mountains. Jennings and Sweeting" 

(1960) also described caliche anticlines in the Fitzroy Basin of 

western Australia, suggesting they raay be similar to Guadalupian teepee 

structures. From coraparison with recent caliche deforraation, teepee 

structures were apparently produced by localization, concentration, 

and expansion of vadose carbonate in the K horizon with subsequent 

deformation originating from that core (Figure 36), 

Permian calichefication obliterated depositional textures and 

greatly obscured or destroyed primary sedimentary structures. Micritic, 

vadose carbonate precipitation also elirainated much of the original car-

bonate permeability as vadose films coalesced, vadose silt accumulated, 

and microcrystalline rinds víere precipitated, Through caliche diagenesis 

initially very porous and permeable oolitic and skeletal sands exhib-

iting priraary sediraentary structures were transformed into massive, 

imperraeable carbonate rocks. Brown (1956, p. 9) and the writer have 

noted sirailar irapermeability in recent caliche. Leached porosity is 

sometimes preserved, but in most Grayburg-Queen subsurface samples, 

anhydrite has plugged all voids (Figures 56, 57, 58, and 59). 

Thus, the gross appearance of Plio-Pleistocene and Perraian 

K-fabric is identical. It is impossible from thin section analysis to 

distinguish Pleistocene frora Permian caliche, except that the Permian 
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variety is composed of dolomite, and the Plio-Pleistocenc, calcite. 

Guadalupian K horizons V7ere originally cora.posed of calcite which forraed 

over doloraite intervals through dedolomitization as soil solutions with 

high Ca /Mg ratios reacted V7ith doloraite by the reaction: 

CaMg(CO J^ + Ca'*"'' = 2Ca CO -f- Mg"*̂  

DeGroot (1967) demonstrated at low Pco (less than 0.5atm) of air, 

dolomite decoraposes in water with a high Ca /Mg ratio yielding cal-

cite (incongruent solubility) and found the presence of calciura sulfate 

in solution increases dolomite solubility at low Pco„. These experi-

mental results indicate dedolomitization is a near surface phenomenon 

effecting all subaerially exposed-near surface dolomite intervals. 

Folkman (1969, p. 384) found recent calichefication has dedolomitized 

intervals of the Yagur Dolomite (Cretaceous) of northern Israel and 

concluded dedolomitization can be explained by caliche formation pro-

cesses: doloraite solution by cold rain V7ater and calcite precipita-

tion frora capillary water. Such an origin is postulated for Guadalu-

pian dedolomitization and calichefication. 

Dedoloraitization and calichefication occurred during glacial 

maxiraa and accorapanying low standing sea level and pluvial (moist) con-

ditions. During deglaciation the climate along the outer shelf changed 

from a wet season-dry season cliraate to one of continuous aridity. As 

sea level rose sabkha belts transgressed up back sides of carbonate 

cays, over caliche zones dolomâtizing thera. High chlorinities associa-

ted with this event are .recorded in anhydrite filled caliche vugs, 

joints, crurably fractures, and solution passageways (Figure 57). 
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Anhydrite occlusion of calichc porosity reflects the cliraatic change 

from seasonally wet (dedolomitization and caliche formation) to con-

tinuously arid (anhydrite precipitation). 

Guadalupian pisolitic intervals are generally restricted to the 

immediate backreef where they were especially well developed in init-

ially highly porous and permeable dolarenites of the backréef skeletal 

apron. High permeabilities facilitated ground water circulation and 

solution and reprecipitation of carbonate m.inerals, Thoraas (1968, p. 

33) states that pisolites are completely restricted to the former back-

reef skeletal apron because high initial perraeability was the only fac-

tor controlling distribution. However, initially dense stroraatolitic 

dolomicrites have also been pisolitized, so the phenomenon is not 

restricted to a specific carbonate lithology. The most important fac-

tor in distribution and thickness of K-fabric v̂7as the width and thick-

ness of the vadose zone V7hich V7as climatically controlled. The vadose 

zone attenuates shelfward because of topographic and climatic dispar-

ities betv7een the inner (continuously arid) and outer (seasonally wet 

during glacials) shelves. Inner shelf sediraents do not exhibit K-fab-

ric because fresh víater lenses never formed due to continuous aridity 

as evidenced by preservation of large volumes of halite and other solu-

ble salts. 

Anhydrite-Gypsura 

Anhydrite is present in outer shelf Grayburg-Queen sabkha, inter-

tidal, and lagoonal carbonates and terrigenous clastics as interstice-

filling sparry cement, rosettes, tabular crystals, discrete nodules. 
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nodular bedded units exhibiting chicken wire structure, replacement 

masses, and vadose porosity-filling masses. Gypsum produced by apparent 

retrogressive diagenesis occurs as interstice-filling, poikilitic cement 

in leached sabkha clastics. 

The gypsum-anhydrite equilibrium (CaSO,-^H 0 :±=:^CaS0, -t- 2H 0) 

has been the subject of much research and controversy because of synthe-

sis difficulties under atmospheric conditions. Kinsman (1966, p, 316) 

reviewed experimental work defining gypsum-anhydrite equilibrium. in 

which solubility of raineral phases was defined at various temperatures 

and brine concentrations. Gypsum readily nucleates and precipitates 

when its solubility product is exceeded. However, anhydrite is almost 

impossible to precipitate from solutions below 80°C-100°C, and even 

when anhydrite nucleii are added to solutions, saturated or supersatur-

ated with respect to anhydrite, gypsura is the nomial precipitate. 

Another problera in determining gypsura-anhydrite equilibriura V7as lack 

of recent anhydrite which led Murray (1964) and others to conc ude that 

most, if not all, anhydrite was produced by subsurface dehydration of 

a gypsura precursor. 

Kinsman (1966) first discovered and described anhydrite in 

Trucial Coast sabkhas and initially concluded it was primary because of 

paucity of evidence suggesting replaceraent of a gypsum precursor. Kins-

man (1966) referred to experimental víork by Hardie (1964) as proof anhy-

drite can be a primary precipitate. Hardie, approaching gypsum-anhydrite 

equilibrium from both directions in experiments lasting as long as one 

year, showed anhydrite can be precipitated experimentally under high 

chlorinity conditions. 
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Subsequently, Butler (1969) demonstrated that most Trucial 

Coast anhydrite formed by gypsum dissolution and concomitant anhydrite 

precipitation but that minor quantities may form by reaction of Ca"*"̂  

released during dolomitization of aragonitic muds with brine SO ^. 
4 

Kinsman (1969, p. 834) now believes Trucial Coast anhydrite is second-

ary after gypsum but has not indicated the replacement raechanisra. 

On the Abu Dhabi sabkha, gypsum is precipitated as much in 

small depressions along the inner flood recharge zone (lower sabkha) 

at chlorinities and temperatures ranging from 65°/oo to 145°/oo and 

28°C to 35°C respectively. Subsequently, gypsum mush intervals occupy 

successively higher sabkha positions as environmental belts prograde 

lagoonward and are replaced by anhydrite nodules which form in the 

upper capillary zone at chlorinities exceeding 145°/oo and temperatures 

between approximately 25°C and 35°C. Upper sabkha nodular anhydrite 

beds are underlain by carbonate muds containing large selenite crystals 

reflecting chlorinity diminution with depth. 

Within the Grayburg-Queen interval anhydrite-gypsura voluraes 

increase shelfward, and even V7ithin the outer shelf, anhydrite quanti-

ties increase from outer to inner portions. Paucity of outer shelf 

evaporites is related to glacial cycles. During high standing sea 

level only carbonates accumulated on the outer shelf as evaporite 

(lower-upper sabkha) depocenters were confined to the inner shelf. 

During lov7 standing sea level sabkha evaporites accumulated predomin-

antly on inner and middle portions of the shelf as tvío sabkha belts 

fringed the constricted lagoon. Large volumes of sabkha evaporitcs 
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precipitated on inner margins of carbonate cays during initial stages 

of glaciation were subsequently leachcd as pluvial climates developed, 

and fresh V7ater lenses formed. 

Nodular anhydrite beds up to 28 feet-thick, containing chicken 

wire structure are present in sorae outer shelf cores. Individual 

nodules may exhibit V7ell defined to obscure rosette outlines, proof of 

a gypsum precursor, but many do not. Most nodular anhydrite probably 

forraed from gypsura mush initially precipitated in the inner flood 

recharge zone at chlorinities betv7een approximately 65°/oo and 145°/«o 

(if temperatures averaged approximately 30°C). During regressions upper 

sabkha zones were superimposed over lower sabkhas, anhydrite nodules 

forming by gypsum dissolution and concoraitant anhydrite precipitation 

at chlorinities exceeding 145°/oo (if temperatures averaged approxi-

mately 30°C). Anhydrite rosettes and blades formed by Jjl situ gypsura 

dissolution and anhydrite precipitation, retaining relic gypsum crystal 

form. Anhydrite nodules formed principally as gypsum mush layers 

dissolved and ions migrated to new sites precipitating as anhydrite. 

However, some may have formed in situ by extreme dissolution of gypsum 

rosettes, obliterating precursor crystal shape, with subsequent anhy-

drite precipitation. 

Anhydrite nodules formed in the upper capillary zone of the 

upper sabkha where high evaporation rates produced high (greater than 

l''t5°/oo) chlorinity. Chlorinity diminished dov7nv7ard through the salt 

water table below concentrations necessary for anhydrite precipitation. 

Permian anhydrite nodules grew by shouldering aside soft host sediment 
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resulting in nearly pure anhydrite aggregates similar to those described 

by Kinsman (1966) in Abu Dhabi sabkhas. Thin sediment sheaths composed 

of sand, silt, or clay separate individual nodulcs producing chicken 

wire structure. Commonly clastic laminae are arched around nodules 

recording soft sediment deformation associated with nodular grovíth. 

Microscopically, nodules consist of lath-shaped aggregates 

exhibiting well developed pseudocubic cleavage (Figures 6,0 and 61). 

Laths are unofiented, appear racked and stacked, and range from O.lmm 

to 0.8mm long and 0.05rara to 0.3mra wide. Kirisraan (1966) presented photo-

micrographs of Abu Dhabi sabkha anhydrite nodules V7hich appear identi-

cal to Permian nodules. 

In thin section most Perraian anhydrite rosettes (pseudomorphs • 

after gypsum) appear similar to anhydrite nodules, consisting of racked 

and stacked laths O.lmm to 0.8mm long and 0.05mm to 0.3iimi wide, however, 

some do not exhibit lath aggregates (Figures 62 and 63). 

Replacement anhydrite is coramon in algal flat dolomicrites. 

Replacement occurs along and parallel to delicate stromatolitic laminae, 

and various degrees of metasoraatisra have been noted from just a few 

laminae to essentially entire stroraatolitic intervals (Figures 64, 65, 

66, and 67). Chicken wire texture is produced when only a few larainae 

remain. In some cores extreme floating textures have been produced as 

scattered discontinuous laminae float in anhydrite. Replacement anhy-

drite, microscopically identical to nodular anhydrite, consists of 

lath-shaped crystals with no preferred orientation with respect to 

stromatolitic laminae (Figures 64, 65, 66, and 67). 
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Fig. 60.—Photoraicrograph of anhydrite nodule in siltstone 
matrix. Note lath-shaped anhydrite aggregates. Scale indicates 
0.4mm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 61.—Photomicrograph of large anhydrite nodule encased in 
siltstone. Note laths in nodule and blocky anhydrite cementing silt. 
Bar scale represents 0.4mra, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 62.—Photoraicrograph of recrystallized lagoonal dolomic-
rite with small anhydrite rosette (pseudomorphous after gypsum). 
Scale indicates 0.4mm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 63.—Photoraicrograph of anhydrite rosette (pseudomorph 
after gypsum) in a pisolitized oolitic dolomite. Scale represents 
0.4mra, X-nicols. 
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A.—Initially pure stro-
matolitic carbonate sediment. 
Note algal filaments. 

B.—Early stage of anhydrite 
replacement. Anhydrite replaced 
along and parallel to several stro-
raatolitic laminae. Note lath-shaped 
anhydrite aggregates. 

C.—Intermediate stage of D.—Late stage. Anhydrite 
anhydrite replaceraent. Anhydrite has replaced all dolomite laminae. 
has replaced many of the dolomite 
laminae. 

Flg. 64.—Stages of anhydrite replacement of stromatolitic 
carbonate. 
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Fig. 65.—Photomicrograph of stromatolitic dolomicrite 
partially replaced by anhydrite. Note anhydrite laths replaceraent 
along and parallel to stromatolitic larainae. Scale represents 0.4mm, 
X-nicols. 

Fig. 66.—Photomicrograph of anhydrite replacement of stromat-
olitic doloraicrite. Note laths and replaceraent front. Bar scale 
indicates O.lram, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 67.—Photomicrograph of a former stromatolitic dolomicrite 
nearly completely replaced by anhydrite. Note scattered remnants of 
doloraitic laminae. Scale represents O.Olmm, X-nicols. 
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• Neither Kinsman (1969) nor Butler (1969) reported replacement 

of stromatolitic dolomite by anhydrite in the Abu Dhabi sabkha. Chlor-

inities in Abu Dhabi algal flats are insufficient for anhydrite pre-

cipitation, but pods of small euhedral gypsum crystals occur within 

inner algal flat margins. Apparently, replacement of Permian stromat-

olitic carbonates occurred as upper sabkhas were superiraposed over algal 

flat accumulations V7ith resulting carbonate dissolution and anhydrite 

precipitation. 

Anhydrite replacement of raollusk and brachiopod allochems, 

pellets, and interstitial raud was observed in lagoonal dolopelmicrites. 

Illing and others (1965) noted a similar phenomenon in former lagoonal 

sediraents in Sabkha Faishakh in which ra.ollusk grains, pellets, and 

interstitial mud V7ere replaced by gypsum. 

Sorae outer shelf, anhydrite cemented, upper sabkha clastics 

associated with anhydrite nodules and rosettes were not subsequently 

leached. Anhydrite occurs as a blocky, void filling, sparry patches 

0.06mm to O.lmm in diameter in marked contrast to unoriented laths 

found in nodules, rosettes, and replaceraent masses (Figure 60). The 

Ca"*̂  and SO " were probably derived frora dissolution of adjacent gyp-

sumbeds, rosettes, and blades and precipitated in fluid-filled voids 

of the upper capillary zone where high evaporation rates produced con-

centrated brines. Anhydrite cemented sandstones are characterized by 

floating textures as cement wedged apart grains and replaced silicate 

grain raargins. 

Kerr and Thorason (1963), Murray (1964), and others. believe 

most, if not all, anhydrite in the rock record formed at depth by 
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gypsura dehydration, However, discovery of anhydrite nodules forming 

in Trucial Coast sabkhas definitely proves anhydrite can accuraulate 

near the surface. 

Murray (1964) and Kinsman (1966) note gypsum is the comraon 

near surface calcium sulfate mineral, and anhydrite, the stable sub-

surface mineral. Kinsman (1966, p. 323) believes preservation of pri-

mary or early diagenetic gypsum or anhydrite depends on subsurface 

temperature, pressure, and pore fluid composition, deep burial 

(greater than 1,000 feet beneath the surface) favoring anhydrite 

replaceraent of gypsum. Thus, Kinsraan (1966, p, 344) considers gypsura 

preservation at depth to be extreraely iraprobable. 

Murray (1964, p. 514) believes gypsum is the stable calcium 

sulfate raineral down to approxiraately 1,000 feet beneath the surface 

where replacement by anhydrite occurs, Murray (1964) notes one 

"exceptional" gypsum saraple collected 3,500 feet below the surface, 

Murray's gypsura-anhydrite depth threshold concept is incorrect, 

Recent anhydrite is forraing and is stable under high chlorinity con-

ditions prevailing over Persian Gulf sabkhas, Fay (1962) and Ham 

(1962) report anhydrite layers and anhydrite cemented sands in out-

crops of the Nescatunga and Shimer Members of the Blaine Formation 

(Perraian) of western Oklahoraa. A Queen core co lected 390 feet 

beneath the surface contains anhydrite V7ith no indication of hydration 

to gypsum, deraonstrating near surface anhydrite stability. 

Well developed gypsura crystals associated with blocky, inter-

stice-filling anhydrite cement, and frequently halite, and exhibiting 
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no indications of even partial dehydration to anhydrite occur in 

nuraerous sandstone intervals frora inner shelf Grayburg-Qucen cores 

collected at depths of 3,000 to 3,200 feet. Gypsum-bearing anhydrite 

ceraented clastics alternate with pure anhydrite cemented sandstones, 

indicating no existing depth relationship. 

Many outer shelf sabkha sandstones and siltstones were initially 

cemented with anhydrite and subsequently leached and/or hydrated to 

gypsura. Gypsum in these cores extends from 2,535 to 3,560 feet 

beneath the surface with one "exceptional" core collected 4,500 feet 

beneath the surface containing gypsum. Gypsura probably extends to 

greater depths, but no cored intervals deeper than 4,500 feet were 

studied. 

Kinsman (1966, p. 324) believes preservation of anomalously 

deep (greater than 1,000 feet) gypsum could be explained in closed sub-

surface systems in which dehydration could not proceed. Thus, secondary 

anhydrite related to deep burial would indicate an open subsurface 

system from which dehydration water could escape. This mechanisra may 

explain gypsum preservation in many inner shelf, Grayburg-Queen cores 

in which gypsum crystals have been "locked up" in anhydrite and halite 

cemented, im.permeable sandstones but does not account for gypsum 

retention in outer shelf leached clastics víhich are very porous and 

permeable. 

Kinsman (1966) has indicated subsurface temperature is probably 

an important factor in gypsura-anhydrite transformation. Geotherraal 

gradient data from Chaves County, New Mexico (inner shelf) indicates 
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temperatures ranging from 50°C to 52°C at 3,200 feet beneath the sur-

face. These relatively high temperatures have not induced gypsum 

dehydration, and it is probable that gypsum is stable under higher 

temperatures. 

MacDonald (1953) in experimental studies of the anhydrite-

gypsum equilibrium found an increase in pressure acting equally on all 

phases of the CaSO^ - H^O system raises the dehydration temperature of 

gypsura. This observation may explain gypsum preservation at signifi-

cant depths and under relatively high teraperatures. 

In conclusion, analyses of subsurface Grayburg-Queen anhydrite 

of raany different habits and associations indicates m.ost, if not all, 

anhydrite formed by early diagenetic gypsura dissolution and concorai-

tant anhydrite precipitation under high chlorinity conditions in the 

upper capillary zone of upper sabkhas, No dehydration of gypsum 

related to deep burial can be demonstrated, 

Terrigenous Clastics (Sandstones and Siltstones) 

Outer shelf terrigenous clastics were subjected to numerous 

diagenetic processes V7hich greatly modified depositional textures and 

mineralogy of grains and cements. Clastics accuraulated over the outer 

shelf as lagoonal, intertidal, algal flat, and sabkha deposits during 

glacial periods when the shelf lagoon was interraediate to narrow in 

width. As the lagoon progressively constricted, upper sabkha gypsum 

diagenesis produced Ca and SO, V7hich precipitated in the upper cap-

illary zone as anhydrite cement. Textural investigations indicate 

these sands were cemented early under little or no overburden as 
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cement wedged apart grains produciiig floating textures. Anhydrite 

cement occurs as blocky patches O.lram to 0.6mm in diameter which crys-

tallized from brine filled voids. 

These salts v̂ zere partially to corapletely dissolved víhen sub-

aerially exposed during raore intense periods of glaciation and asso-

ciated pluvial conditions, Fresh water lenses developed and calcisols 

formed over the leached sand intervals, Calcium carbonate-rich soil 

fluids, derived from dissolution of adjacent carbonate intervals, 

migrated to the vadose zone through capillary action and by evaporation 

precipitated calcite as in Plio-Pleistocene calcisols (Figure 58), 

Vadose carbonate cement, in Plio-Pleistocene as well as Permian 

calichefied sands, is characterized by raicritic (less than 2 microns 

in crystal diameter), grain coating, evaporative films (Figures 69, 70, 

71, and 74). During early stages of vadose caliche ceraentation (Plio-

Pleistocene and Perraian), depositional textures V7ere obliterated as 

grain coatings wedged apart grains frora former point contacts (Figure 

67 arid 68). Grain push apart is diagnostic of cementation under little 

or no overburden as crystallization forces produce volumetric increases 

within the clastic interval. Oniy a few grain coating films were pre-

cipitated during initial stages of vadose carbonate ceraentation, and 

the total coating thickness generally ranges from O.OOlmra to 0.003ram. 

Only minor amounts of grain replacement by carbonate cement occurred. 

during early stages of vadose cementation so that grain heaving by 

cement was the raost iraportant factor in production of slightly discern-

able floating textures, Although depositional textures V7ere destroyed, 

priraary sediraentary structures were retained. 
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Fig. 68.—Pleistocene caliche deposit near Lubbock, Texas. 
Caliche developed over sand dunes. Note unconsolidated sand near 
base grading into carbonate cemiented sandstone. 
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A.—Depositional texture. 
Note nuraerous point contacts. 

B.—Early stage. Grain 
coating films have wedged grains 
apart obliterating initial deposi-
tional texture and producing float-
ing texture. 

C.~Intermediate stage. D.~Late stage. Grain 
Thick grain coating films have replacement by carbonate has pro-
wedged apart and replaced grains. duced spotted, pelletoid carbon-

ate rock. 

Fig. 69.—Stages of vadose carbonate cementation. 
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Fig. 70.—Photomicrograph of Pleistocene calichefied sandstone 
deraonstrating early stages of vadose ceraentation. Note vadose, evap-
orative, grain coating filras and floating texture. Scale indicates 
O.lmm, plain light. 

Fig. 71.—Photoraicrograph of Pleistocene calichefied sandstone 
demonstrating intermediate-late stages of vadose ceraentation. Note 
grain coating filras, floating textures and calcite nodule. Bar scale 
represents 0.4rara, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 72.—Photomicrograph of Pleistocene calichefied sandstone 
illustrating late stages of vadose cementation. Note large pisolite 
and floating texture. Bar scale represents 0.4mm, plain light. 

i.>*'. 

Fig. 73.—Photoraicrograph of Pleistocene calichefied sands 
exhibiting characteristics of very late stages in vadose cementation. 
Almost all detrital grains have been replaced by micritic carbonate. 
Note spotted, pelletoid appearance. Scale indicates 0.4mm, plain light. 
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Fig. 74.—Photomicrograph of Grayburg tidal channel sandstone 
illustrating intermediate stages of vadose cementation. Note thick 
micritic grain coatings. Scale indicates 0.4mm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 75.—Photomicrograph of Queen calichefied sandstone. Note 
extreme floating textures and large pisolites indicative of late stages 
of vadose cementation. Bar scale represents 0.4mm, X-nicols. 
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Intermediate stages of vadose carbonate cementation are char-

acterized by well developcJ floating textures as numerous evaporative 

films were precipitated, pushing grains farther apart (Figures 69, 71, 

74). Grain coating films range in thickness from 0.004mm-0,008mm, and 

larger films envelope grain clusters. Carbonate cement replacement of 

silicate grains varying in degree frora minor peripheral dissolution to 

replacement of entire grains becarae important and.further altered the 

rock fabric. 

By late stages of vadose carbonate (caliche) cementation, 

large voluraes of micritic carbonate V7ere added. Thick raicritic, vadose 

grain coatings were precipitated, and large coraposite pisolites up to 

25ram-30mm in diaraeter, containing numerous smaller pisolites, formed 

(Figures 72, 75). Extrerae floating textures V7ere produced as grains 

were pushed even further apart and more extensive grain replacement 

occurred. Ultimately, as this process continued, formerly pure, well 

sorted terrigenous sands V7ith well developed primary structures were 

transforraed into structureless carbonate rocks (Figure 69, 73). Many 

insoluble residue tests víere p.erformed on sandy to slightly arenaceous 

doloraites Víhich were vadose cemented formerly pure sand intervals. 

These tests reveal that vadose carbonate comprises 50-90 weight per 

cent of such rocks, 

Various stages have also been recognized in silicate grain 

replacement (Figure 76). Initial stages of raetasomatism are character-

ized by irregular replacement fronts around silicate grain peripheries. 

More advanced replacement results in extremely ragged grain outlines. 
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Fig. 76.—Stages of vadose carbonate replacement of si l icat© 
grains from (A) i n i t i a l depositional texture to (F) alroost ceaipilêt© 
replacement. 
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Fig. 77.—Photoraicrograph of quartz grain exhibiting replace-
ment by dolomite. Note micritic outer film which establishes original 
grain outline and the more coarsely crystalline replaceraent carbonate. 
Bar scale indicates O.lmra, X-nicols. 

Fig, 78.—Photomicrograph of chalcedony-filled vug in caliche-
fied sandstone. Note cockscomb, fan-shaped chalcedony aggregates. 
Scale represents O.lmm, X-nicols. 
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and ouiall grain "islands" are isolatcd along former grain margins by 

invasion of replacement carbonate (Figure 76, 77). Very advanced 

replacement is characterized by numerous isolated grain remnants, and 

only disparities between cement and replacement crystallinity enables 

recognition of forraer grains. Separated fragments of a once continu-

ous grain have the same optical orientation and can be readily identi-

fied. Further replacement reduces grains to spongy masses of tiny 

quartz blebs. Ultimately, if replacement continues, silicate grains 

are coraplctely replaced (Figure 76). 

Replacement fronts consist of very finely crystalline dolomite 

(calcite in Plio-Pleistocene caliche) with crystal sizes ranging 

betv7een 0.004-0.016im i in diameter. The crystallinity of these fronts 

is coarser and can easily be distinguished from the finer, micritic, 

vadose carbonate cement. Crystals of these fronts are unoriented and 

form mosaic-like aggregates around grain peripheries. Thus, grains 

which have been completely replaced can be readily recognized as 

mosaic-like, crystalline patches faithfully recording size and shape 

of former grains (Figure 76). 

The genetic significance of vadose coated silicate grains, 

large composite pisolites, and mosaic carbonate replaced grains has 

not been properly evaluated by previous iiivestigators. Silicate grains 

coated by vadose films have been misidentified as oolites and have been 

described as oomicrites, oomicrudities, or oolite-bearing micrites. 

Algal origins have been ascribed to concentrically laminated (pisolitic) 

caliche developed in some formerly pure sand intervals and have been 
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designated biolithites by numerous investigators. Replaced silicate 

grains composed of very finely crystalline carbonate in a micritic 

matrix have been misidentified as pellets and the rocks designated 

pelmicrites or pelletiferous micrites, 

From investigation it is apparent that vadose diagenesis of 

terrigenous sands in arid and semi-arid climates can produce macro-

and micro-textures simulating those produced in various marine carbonate 

environments, Obviously, failure to distinguish vadose phenomena from 

primary carbonate depositional textures will result in completely 

erroneous environmental interpretations, 

Thin section examination of Permian and Plio-Pleistocene cali-

chefied sands indicates plagioclase is the mineral most susceptiblc to 

vadose carbonate replacement follovíed by microcline-orthoclase and 

quartz. Sericitized feldspar grains are extensively replaced. Musco-

vite and biotite grains in raost saraples are uneffected, and zircon is 

rarely replaced. Frye and others (1958) noted sira.ilar extensive 

replacement of silicate grains by carbonate in caliche intervals of 

the Ogallala Formation (Pliocene) of Kansas, 

Quartz replacement by carbonate has been recognized by several 

other sedira.entary petrologists, including Alimen (1944) and Walker 

(1960, 1962). Walker (1960, p. 149), in attempting to explain this 

phenomenon, has referred to silica solubility data presented by Correns 

(1950) víhich indicates amorphous silica solubility increases with 

increase in pH between pH 5 and 9. However, Krauskoph (1956), Alexan-

der and others (1964), and Okamota and others (1957) demonstrated pK 
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values between 0 and 9 have no effect on silica solubility, but as pH 

rises above S, solubility sharply increases. However, Walker (1962, 

p. 240) indicates strongly alkaline (pH greater than 9) conditions are 

uncomraon in nature but believes this may be due to paucity of data. 

Sharma (1965) has invoked high temperature conditions to 

éxplain carbonate replacement of quartz. He believes this phenomenon 

is related to deep burial in a vaguely defined interval designated Zone 

D, where responding to high temperatures and C0„ loss, the pH rises, 

CaCO„ solubility decreases, and silica solubility increases, Accord-

ing to Sharraa (1965, p, 741) these interstitial fluid changes facili-

táte silica solution and induce carbonate precipitation, 

A review of the pedological literature indicates strongly alka-

line conditions are not uncoraBion in calcisols and alkali soils, 

Bailey (1944) and Harper (1957) have collected numerous pH measurements 

from calcisol K horizons, values commonly range frora pH 7,5-9,3. Very 

strongly alkaline conditions (pH exceeding 10) are developed in alkali 

soil's. 

Alkaline conditions forra in calcisols as calcite undergoes 

hydrolysis by the reaction: 

Ca"**̂  -t- CO^" + 2H0H :±=^ Ca"^ + 20îf + H^CO^ 

Thus, quartz dissolution-carbonate precipitation phenoraena observed in 

Perraian and Plio-Pleistocene calichefied sands can be explained by 

invoking high pH conditions associated with pedological processes. 

Obviously, sediraents do not have to be deeply buried as proposed by 

Sharma (1965) before this solution-precipitation process can be ini-

tiated. 
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Experimental solubility studies by Correns (1963) of olvine, 

potassium' feldspar, albite, and muscovite indicate potassium feldspar 

is very soluble at high pH (pH 9-11), V7hile muscovite was the least 

soluble at pH 9. Application of these experimental silicate solubility 

data to the replacement phenomenon observed in Permian and Plio-Pleisto-

cene calcisols indicates strongly a V.aline conditions prevailed. 

Chalcedony and opaline nodular ancl irregular vug-filling 

.replaceraent masses are abundant in Plio-Pleistocene calichefied sand-

stones. In the subsurface Grayburg-Queen interval, chalcedony is 

found only in calichefied sandstone units and occurs as vug-filling, 

blocky and fan-shaped aggregates O.lOmra to l.Orara in diameter exhibiting 

undulatory extinction (Figure 78). 

A literature review and petrographic research indicates chalced-

ony and opaline cements as well as nodular and irregular void-filling 

masses arc secondary in origin, commonly replacing carbonate cement. 

The cyclicity recorded in Grayburg-Queen calichefied sand intervals of 

vadose carbonate precipitation and associated quartz replacement alter-

nating with carbonate solution and chalcedony precipitation apparently 

reflects alternating alkaline and acidic conditions probably related 

to seasonal climate. During dry seasons carbonate-bearing solutions 

were transported, possibly by capillary action, to the vadose zone 

where evaporation in sandy horizons produced grain coating carbonate 

films. Strongly alkaline conditions (pH excecding 9.0) formed, and 

quartz and other silicate minerals Víere dissolved- so that soil fluids 

became enriched in silica. During Víet seasons water diluted the OH 
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concentration, and neutral to slightly acidic conditions developed 

inducing carbonate dissolution and precipitation of chalcedonic silica 

from saturatcd soil solutions. 

Perraian vadose, alkaline Vícathering greatly raodified the clas-

tic mineralogy of outer shelf sandstones, Although quartz has been 

extensively replaced, it is, nevertheless, the most resistant of the 

abundant detrital grains found in calichefied sandstone intervals. 

Sericitized and unaltered feldspar grains have undergone much more 

replacement than has quartz, and as a result of this differential 

chemical weathering, diagenetic quartzose sands (90-94% quartz) have 

been produced. In striking contrast, inner shelf clastics which have 

not been subjected to vadose carbonate, alkaline weathering processes 

are subarkosic (15-20% feldspar). Feldspar in these rocks is typically 

fresh and little replacement has occurred. 

In addition, sorting and grain shape of outer shelf clastics 

has been drastically altered by extensive silicate grain replacement, 

Much of the finer fraction (silt to very fine-grained sand) has been 

completely replaced, and the coarser fraction (fine- to medium-grained 

sand) has been reduced to very fine-grained sand and silt. Angu ar 

grains have been rounded by replaccment fronts. 

From this investigation it is apparent that various textural 

pararaeters (sorting, sphericity, and roundness) of initially deposited 

clastic sediraent are greatly modified through vadose carbonate cementa-

tion. Data derived frora mechanical analyses performed on such vadose 

cemented clastics V70uld reflect little or nothing of the pre-cementa-

tion texture. Previous workers have indiscriminantly performed 
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mechanical analyses on such rocks, attempting to corapare statistical 

parameters to those of clastics deposited in recent sedimentary envir-

onments. Such statistical studies are essentially useless (except for 

descriptive purposes) because diagenetic modificatlon have been 

ignored. 

The various phenoraena described above were observed in paleo-

vadose zones developed over pre-existing evaporite cemented siltstones 

and sandstones which were leached and subsequently plugged V7ith vadose 

carbonate. Beneath the vadose zone, in the capillary and phreatic 

zones, evaporites were also extensively dissolved by gro-und water under-

saturated with respect to these minerals. Leaching produced high por-

osities and permeabilities frora initially impermeable, salt plugged 

clastics, obliterating or greatly obscuring sedimentary structures 

(Figure 79) . 

In some leached zones patches of felty, fibrous poikilitic 

gypsum ceraent commonly larger than 3mm in diameter are abundant 

(Figures 80, 81). These contain faded anhydrite ghosts víhich appar-

ently are unhydrated reranants of original continuous anhydrite cement 

(Figure 81). Kinsraan (1966) and Butler (1969) describe a sirailar 

phenomenon along innerraost margins of Persian Gulf Sabkhas vÆere pre-

existing anhydrite is altered to gypsum by reaction with interstitial 

brines diluted by less saline terrestrial groundwaters. Kinsman 

(1966, p. 324) believes such interstitial pore fluid changes have 

drastic effects on evaporite mineralogy, particularly at shallow depths 

before temperatures exceed approximately 50°C. 
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Fig. 79.—Photomicrograph of cavernous porosity (blue) devel-
oped in formerly evaporite cemented outer shelf sandstone. Bar scale 
represents 0.4rara, plain light. 

Fig. 80.—Photomicrograph of interstice-filling, fibrous 
gypsum cement formed by retrogressive diagenesis of anhydrite. Bar 
scale indicates O.lram, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 81.—Photomicrograph shovíing retrogressive diagenesis of 
anhydrite (orange patches) forming gypsum in leached outer shelf sand-
stone. Dark blue is leached porosity. Bar scale represents O.lnr., 
X-nicols. 

Fig. 82.—Photomicrograph of lower capillary-phreatic ceEie-Ats 
outer shelf sandstone. Note interstice-filling, sparry dolomite. 
Scale represents O.lmm, X-nicols. 
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Euhedral to subhedral, interstice-filling doloraite crystals 

(originally calcite) ranging in size from O.OOSimn to 0, 6mra in diameter 

are present in raost leached sandstone intervals (Figure 82). Although 

such ceraentation decreased previously leached porosity, rarely are 

these clastics corapletely plugged. Sparry calcite was precipitated 

frora soil solutions saturated with respect to CaCO in V7ater-filled 

voids of the capillary and phreatic zones. Precipitation may have 

been induced by slightly higher temperatures at depth as CaCO solu-

bility decreases with increasing temperature. Soil teraperatures can 

vary 10°C - 15°C frora the surface to a depth of 10 feet as demonstra-

ted by Fluker (1958). 

During transgressions related to deglaciation, sabkha belts 

migrated over sandy calcisols. Salt water moisture zones replaced 

fresh water, and high chlorinity conditions developed in the upper 

capillary zone. These concentrated brines m.igrated along extensive 

netV7orks of former vadose zone crumbly fractures, joints, and solution 

passágev7ays, dolomitizing calcite and occluding porosity by precipita-

ting sparry anhydrite, Anhydrite occlusion extended doímward a few 

feet reflecting chlorinity diminution with depth. Subjacent, former 

calcisol capillary and phreatic zones were too far beneath the sabkha 

surface (and high chlorinity conditions) for anhydrite precipitation, 

hov7ever chlorinities were apparentiy high enough to dolomitize inter-

stice-filling calcite ceraent. 

From thin section investigations of outer shelf calichefied 

clastics it is apparent that paleo-soil zones can be "blocked out." 
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Thesc. consist from top (a) to bottom (c) of the following zones and 

associated mineralogical and textural features: 

(a) Vadose cemented siltstones and sandstones characterized 

by micritic grain coating films, extreme floating tex-

tures produced by cement wedging pf grains, grain replace-

ment by carbonate, and anhydrite plugged porosity. 

(b) Lower vadose-upper capillary cemented clastics disting-

uished by a mixture of vadose grain coating cement and 

interstice-filling sparry dolomite crystals. 

(c) Lower capillary-phreatic cemented clastics characterized 

by interstice-filling, sparry dolomite cement and patches 

of felty-fibrous gypsum. 



CHAPTER IX 

INNER SHELF SEDIMENTATION AND DIAGENESIS 

Terrigenous Clastics 

Large quantities of terrigenous clastics were blov7n across 

inner shelf deflation flats, devoid of permanent or ephemeral streams, 

to the Northv7est Shelf lagoon and Delaware Basin. Inner shelf sabkha 

deposits consist of red to green shales, siltstones, and sandstones 

cemented by halite, anhydrite, and gypsura. The origin of the red pig-

ment in these and other red beds has been a controversial subject for 

many years, but recent investigations by Walker (1967), utilizing a 

recent model, explains many red bed intervals. 

Walker (1967) thoroughly described an occurrence of ±n situ 

red bed formation along the northeastern coast of Baja California. 

Here, red pigraent in Pliocene arkosic fanglomerate and intertidal mud-

stones formed by leaching of iron from iron-bearing minerals (biotite, 

magnetite, ilmenite, hornblende, and epidote). Subsequent migration of 

iron-rich fluids and precipitation of FeO-OH occurred, and through aging 

these amorphous ferric oxides have crystallized to well ordered hema-

tite. 

In striking contrast to red Pliocene red sediments, Pleisto-

cene and Holocene intertidal muds are yellow (limonite stained). Thus, 

Walker (1967, p. 363) believes these and many ancient red beds formed 

136 
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in situ by leaching of iron frora iron silicate and oxide minerals and 

precipitation of FeO-OH under favorable Eh~pH (oxidizing and alkaline) 

conditions. Limonite must avoid subsequent reduction, and enough aging 

(hundreds of thousands to millions of years) must occur for hematite 
•s. 

crystallization to occur. In addition the climate must be hot and 

arid so that oxidizing and alkaline conditions can prevail throughout 

the pigraent formation process (Walker, 1967). 

Red pigment in Grayburg-Queen inner shelf clastics apparently 

formed in a sirailar manner. Iron vías leached principally from iron 

oxide grains by interstitial fluids, and vadose zone evaporation pro-

duced thin grain coating limonitic and clay films (Figures 83 and 84), 

Aging induced dehydration of limonite by the reaction: 

2Fe0-0H = Fe 0 + H 0 

Thus, most Grayburg-Queeri inner shelf siltstones and sandstones are 

characterized by red heraatitic, grain coating films generally 0.002mm 

to 0.004mm thick, evidence for vadose genesis. 

Walker (1967, p, 365) refers to these vadose films as "halos," 

describing them frora Pliocene red beds of Baja California as well as 

Pennsylvanian-Permian red beds of Colorado, however he did not explain 

their significance, Walker (1967, p. 365) also described hematite 

"halos" suspended in cement adjacent to parent grains. These appar-

ently represent diffusion paths of leached iron caught in the act of 

migrating through the sediment. Similar diffusion avenues have been 

observed in Grayburg-Queen argillaceous sandstones and sandy shales, 

but never in anhydrite and halite cemented sandstones (Figure 83 and 84). 
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Fig. 83.—Photomicrograph of vadose, hematitic grain coating 
films in an inner shelf, red, halite cemented, sabkha sandstone. Bar 
scale represents O.lmm, plain light. 

Fig. 84.—Photomicrograph of red argillaceous sandstone. Note 
hematite halos around iron oxide grains. Scale represents O.lram, 
plain light. 
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In argillaceous intervals clay matrix was obviously present before 

Iron leaching and migration (Figure 84), but in relativcly clcan, evap-

Orite cemented subarkosic sands (thin grain coating clay films, only) 

Iron leaching, migration, and goethite precipitation occurred prior to 

ceraentation (Figure 83). 

Red pigraent formation in Grayburg-Queen sediments V7as a vadose 

phenoraenon facilitated by the continuous hot and arid climate which 

pirevailed over the inner shelf. Inner shelf deflation flat surfaces 

Were probably yellov7 to red depending on the amount of goethite dehy-

dration. These accuraulations subsequently subsided beneath the salt 

Water table where reducing conditions prevailed, hov7ever raost red inter-

Vals were not reduced. Shaly intervals, in particular, are brilliant 

red, and most siltstone and fine-grained sandstones, reddish orange 

with scattered reduced patches. Only medium-grained, clean sandstones 

are comraonly reduced to various drab shades. 

Argillaceous zones apparently retained their vadose red pigment 

when placed below the salt víater table because of their iiaperiBeability. 

Argillaceous patches in shaly sandstones were. T ct reJn ced. vhile 

temaining portions of these rocks experienced varioias degrses of reduc-

tion. 

Drab colored sandstones were reduced in the capi ary zone and 

beneath the salt v,7ater table. Grain coating clay apparcr.tly rcacted 

Vith hematitic filras and Mg"*^ supplied by concentrated brines to form 

Chlorite filras (determined by optical and x-ray techniques) as shovTi 

in figure 85. Dapples (1967, p, 101) believes chlorite is stable under 
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Fig. 85.—Photomicrograph of reduced and chloritized, inner 
shelf, sabkha sandstone. Note chloritic, grain coating films. Scale 
indicates O.lmm, plain light. 

flM 
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Fig. 86,~Photomicrograph of anhydrite ceraented, sabkha sand-

stone. Note interstice-filling sparry anhydrite and replaceraent rinds 

around silicate grain raargins. Scale marks O.lrara, X-nicols. 
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reducing conditions. Thick hematitic coatings on other grains were 

reduced to raagnetite. 

Thin section analyses of red shales and argillaceous sandstones 

Indicate little chloritization has occurred and hematite halos have not 

been reduced. All other sandstones show various degrees of chloriti-

zation and reduction of hematite. Largely, this phenomenon appears 

related to initial porosity and permeability; the greater the initial 

permeability the more chloritization and reduction has occurred. 

Timing of the ceraentation event was probably very iraportant in 

determining pigment type and distribution. These sandstones V7ere all 

cemented early, but perhaps due to disparities in brine concentrations 

and rates of evaporite precipitation some sands were cemented later 

than others. Such "late" crystallization V70uld have alloxíed raore time 

for reduction processes, and conversely, incomplete reduction would 

have occurred if cementation vícre early. Most inner shelf sandstones 

were cemented early enough so that only incomplete reduction occurred. 

Inner shelf, upper sabkha siltstones and sandstones víere 

cemented early by sparry interstice-filling halite, anhydrite, and 

gypsum crystals which grew in brine-filled voids of the capillary zone 

(Figures 83, 85, and 86). Butler (1969, p. 74) found brines of the 

outer flood recharge zone (upper sabkha) of the Abu Dhabi sabkha are 

saturated with respect to halite and observed interstice-filling sparry 

halite crystals within the upper 2 to 4 feet of sediment. Kinsman 

(1966, p. 306) also noted halite crystals in the upper capillary zone 

of the same sahkha, Butler (1969, p. 74), Kinsman (1969, p, 834), 
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and Kendall and Skipwith (1969, p. 888) described upper sabkha diagene-

sis of inner flood recharge zone gypsum which under high chlorinity 

conditions (exceeding 145°/oo) of the upper capillary zone are.dis-

solved and reprecipitated as anhydrite. Kendall and Skipv7ith (1969, 

p. 888) and Butler (1969, p. 74) found large gypsum sand crystals 2 -

10 inches long growing beneath the salt V7ater table of the Abu Dhabi 

sabkha at chlorinities between 65°/oo and 145°/oo-

Evaporite mineral equilibrium data from field studies of the 

Abu Dhabi sabkha are consistent with experimental data presented by 

Hardie (1964) (Figure 87). According to Butler (1969, p, 75) at depths 

of 20 inches beneath the surface of the Abu Dhabi sabkha, annual tera-

peratures range frora 23°C to 41°C with an average of 32°C, Hardie 

(1964) shows that at 32°C gypsum will precipitatc between chlorinities 

of approximately 62°/oo to 141°/ooj and at the same temperature, but 

chlorinities between 141°/oo and 184°/oo> anhydrite will precipitate 

(Figure 87). At chlorinities exceeding 184°/oo (upper limits not 

deterrained by Hardie) and temperatures between 5°C and 100°C either 

halite and gypsum or halite and anhydrite V7Í11 precipitate, depend-

ing on temperature values which have not been firmly established 

(Figure 87). Hov̂ zever, Hardie (1964) indicates the anhydrite-halite 

asscmblage is the stable suite at higher temperatures. 

Evaporite mineral equilibrium data collected from both field 

and experim.ental studies were utilized in estimating Grayburg-Queen, 

sabkha paleo-brine concentrations. Evaporite mineralogical asserablages 

were deterrained by optical and x-ray diffraction techniques, and five 
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distinct suites víere recorded: anhydrite, anhydrite-gypsum, halite-

gypsum, halite-anhydrite, and ha ite. 

Upper sabkha, crust mottled, anhydrite cemented sandstones are 

characterized by floating textures and interstice-filling, blocky 

patches of sparry anhydrite ranging from 0.02mm to 2.1rara in diameter 

(Figures 86 and 88) . These exhibit V7ell developed pseudocubic cleavage 

but never laths such as found in outer shelf nodules and replacement 

masses. Anhydrite has replaced silicate grain margins, and these meta-

somatic fronts appear as rinds ranging from 0,004mra-0,12mm in V7idth, 

closely conforming to original grain boundaries (Figures 86 and 88). 

Anhydrite cenient probably crystallized in brine-filled voids of the 

upper capillary zone where high chlorinity conditions developed. But-

ler (1969, p. 78) has demonstrated high chlorinities (exceeding 145°/oo) 

required for gypsum dissolution and concomitant anhydrite precipitation 

are found only in upper portions of the Abu Dhabi sabkha, across V7hich 

chlorinity decreases with depth. Highest chlorinities occur in the 

upper capillary zone where high evaporation rates produce concentrated 

brines. 

Anhydrite-gypsum cemented sandstones also exhibit floating 

textures produced primarily by wedging apart of grains by forces gener-

ated during cement crystallization. Anhydrite occurs as interstice-

filling, blocky patches ranging from 0.02mra to 2.1mm in diameter. 

These contain widely scattered euhedral, tabu ar gypsura crystals V7hich 

comprise less than 2 per cent of the ceraent. Gypsum crystals are com-

monly 0.02mm to 0,08mm long and O.Olmm to 0.02mra wide, some consisting 

of interpenetrating cruciform twins, Gypsum crystals contain widely 
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Fig. 88.—Photomicrograph of anhydrite cemented, upper sabkha 
sandstone. Note replacement rinds around silicate grain margins 
Scale marks O.lmm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 89.—Photomicrograph of halite-gypsura cemented, upper 
sabkha sandstone. Note interpenetrating, twinned gypsum crystal and 
extreme floating texture. Scale represents O.lram, X-nicols, 
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spaccd detrital grai.ns, pushed apart during crystal growth, Anhydrite 

replaced silicatc grains, and rind-like metasomatic fronts around grain 

margins are identical to those described in pure anhydrite cemented 

sandstones. Silicate grains have also been replaced within gypsum crys-

tals. 

Crust mottled, upper sabkha, halite-gypsum cemented V7ere also 

cemented early under little overburden as evidenced by floating tex-

tures produced by forces generated during cement crystallization. 

These sandstones are ceraented predorainantly V7ith halite but V7ith a feví 

per cent gypsura which occurs as tabular crystals and interpenetrating 

cruciform twins (Figure 89). Halite cement does not replace any 

grains, but gypsum replaced silicate grain raargins. It is difficult 

to determine halite cement crystal size because of its isotropic 

nature, but coraraonly these saraples v̂7ill cleave along sizeable (several 

square inches) planes indicating very large crystals. Carozzi (1960, 

p. 45) indicates halite cleavage planes are rare in thin section, how-

ever well developed cleavage planes are abundant in all halite cemented 

sandstones studied in this investigation. 

Subspherical to irregular digitately branched, rounded inclus-

ions from O.Olmra to O.lram in diaraeter are abundant throughout the 

sparry, interstice-filling halite crystals. From thin section analysis 

it is impossible to deterraine if these contain or did contain brine or 

air. Inclusions are always associated V7ith cleavage planes which 

bisect thera, and frequently series of inclusions are aligned along a 

prominent cleavage plane (Figure 90). 
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'n r̂r-

Fig. 90.—Photomicrograph of large void-filling halite crystal. 
Note inclusions along cleavage planes. Bar scale raarks O.lram, plain 
light. 

Fig. 91.—Photoraicrograph of upper sabkha, halite ceraented 
sandstone. Note floating texture and separated feldspar grain. Bar 
scale represents O.lmm, X-nicols. 
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In addition to wedging individual, continuous grains apart, 

halite crystallization drastically altered depositional textures by 

splitting silicate grains along cleavage planes and pie-existing 

fractures. Brines migrated along and through inherited cleavage and 

fracture planes, and subsequent halite crystallization and expansion 

separated formerly continuous grains (Figures 91 and 92). 

Renault (1961, p, 194) also noted effects of halite grov7th 

pressure or crystallization force, In particular, Renault cited 

efflorescent crystal grovjths in mines V7hich soraetimes dislodge por-

tions of wall rock as well as rock disintegration along margins of 

Zuni Salt Lake, Nev7 Mexico produced by halite crystallization in rock 

fractures. 

Kendall and Skipwith (1968, p. 1046), from studies of Trucial 

Coast sabkhas also demonstrated the magnitude of forces generated by 

halite crystallization, Here, surface salt crusts up to 2 centimeters 

thick have been buckled into corapressional ridges by lateral expansion 

during halite crystallization. 

Renault (1961), conducting laboratory experiments in which 

halite growth pressures were calculated from grov7th rate measureraents 

at varying loads, recorded pressures up to 42.4 bars with an average 

value of 25 bars. Renault (1961) therefore concluded halite crystal-

lization pressures are coraparable V7ith tensile strengths of many rocks 

and thus of geologic significance. 

Abundant evidence supporting grain dilation by cement crystal-

lization can be demonstrated in Grayburg-Queen halite cemented 
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Fig. 92.—Photomicrograph of halite ceraented upper sabkha 
sandstone, Note separated feldspar grain. Bar scale indicates O.lmm, 
X-nicols. 

Fig. 93.—Photomicrograph of upper sabkha halite ceraented 
sandstone. Note quartz overgrov<rths bridging porosity and "welding" 
grains. Scale indicates O.lrara, X-nicols. 
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sandstones. Feldspar grains have been laterally displaced along cleav-

age planes, and quartz grains separated along irregular fractures 

(Figures 91 and 92). Feldspar and quartz debris produced by extreme 

cemênt expansion and grain separation cover large areas of thin sec-

tions. Initial fine fractures and slight cleavage partings were inher-

ited from a coraplex source area and transportational history. Halite 

crystallization forces, exerted along fracture and cleavage planes, 

exceeded tensile strengths of previously weakened grains and further 

rupture and separation occurred (Figures 91 and 92). 

Initially V7hen grain separation phenomena were observed, it 

was hypothesized that fractured grains resulted from compressional 

forces generated during halite crystallization. However, halite 

exhi.bits no deformation around fractured grain raargins. In addition, 

halite crystallization forces were generated under little confining 

pressure (essentially 1 atra) so that compressional forces V70uld have 

been relieved by vertical buckling of the halite cemented intervals 

as along upper portions of the Trucial Coast sabkhas. 

Separation of formerly continuous grains has been observed 

only in clastics cemented predominantly or entirely by halite. Inter-

calated anhydrite cemented units within the same cored interval do not 

exhibit this phenomenon nor do doloraite cemented middle-outer shelf 

clastics. 

Halite-gypsum cement crystallized frora highly concentrated 

brines with chlorinities exceeding approxiraately 184°/oo> however raore 

exporimental work is needed to define upper chlorinity limits (Figure 
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87) . Such high chlorinity cou d have formed only near the upper sahkha 

surface where evaporation rates V7ere high. 

Halite-anhydrite ceraent crystallized from similar concentrated 

brines (chlorinity exceeding 184°/oo)> but more experimental work is 

also required on this portion of the system. Floating textures were 

produced during haiite crystallization by cement wedging of whole 

grains as well as splitting of once continuous grains. Anhydrite 

occurs as irregu ar patches consisting of pseudocubic cleavage frag-

ments. 

Interstice-filling, pure halite cement was observed in several 

upper sabkha, crust mottled sandstones, exhibiting floating textures 

produced by expansion during halite crystallization, According to 

Scruton (1953, p, 2503) pure halite precipitates frora brines of 254°/oo 

to 290°/oo chlorinity (both figures probably too high) under standard 

conditions. 

Very low permeability (generally less than one millidarcy) of 

inner shelf, upper sabkha sandstones reflects occlusion of porosity by 

early evaporite ceraent. However, tidal channel sandstones, which 

accuraulated within a large tidal inlet projecting into the inner shelf, 

are characterized by much higher permeabilities, Inlet waters were 

regularly freshencd through tidal exchange so that evaporite minerals 

were not precipitated. During a regression algal flat and sabkha 

environmental belts prograded over this 10-15 foot-thick sand body. 

However, much of this interval (especially the lower portion) escaped 

evaporite plugging because high chlorinity conditions extended dovm ' 

only a few feet, cementing only upper parts of the unit. 
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Quartz and feldspar syntaxial overgrowths are abundant in 

inner shelf sandstoncs, These occur riraming individual grains and 

bridging intergranular voids to "weld" grains together (Figure 93). 

Overgrowths forraed very early in the diagenetic history of inner shelf 

clastics, but after development of vadose, heraatite-clay coatings and 

subsequent chloritization. Both heraatite and chlorite filras were 

enveloped by syntaxial overgrov.th, Grain coatings facilitate identifi-

cation of the overgrowth phenoraenon, but in some samples these films 

are difficult to detect, Long grain contacts and sutured boundaries 

might be attributed to pressure-solution phenomena. 

Sippel (1968) conclusively demonstrated through luminescence 

petrography that previously accepted criteria for identification of 

pressure-so ution, such as concavo-convex and long grain boundaries 

and sutured contacts, commonly result from optically continuous quartz 

overgrowths. Detailed thin section examination indicates this is the 

condition in Grayburg-Queen inner shelf sandstones. 

Quartz overgrowths are extensively described in the literature, 

however"few investigators have attempted to explain this phenomenon 

In terms of where, when, and how the event occurred. In order to 

answer these questions, experimental studies in silica solubilities 

must be first reviev7ed, 

At standard temperature and pressure, quartz dissolves in 

water as silicic acid forming a true solution V7ith equilibrium concen-

trations of lOppm of SiO„. Silica gel dissolves slowly to yield equi-

libriura concentrations of approximately 120ppm. Other amorphous forms 
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of silica including opal and cha cedony have equilibrium values 

between these extremes (Krauskoph, 1967, p, 167), Solubility charac-

teristics of the SiO^ system are in accordance with the physical-chemi-

cal principle that stable mineral forras (quartz) are less soluble than 

metastable forms (araorphous silica). Theoretically, quartz should'pre-

cipitate from solutions saturated V7ith respect to quartz, but Degens 

(1965, p. 75) notes the difficulty in precipitating quartz from satu-

rated solutions under standard conditions. Teraperatures of approximately 

150°C are required for precipitation within a "reasonable" amount of 

time because of kinetic factors. However, abundance of quartz over-

grov7ths in many sandstones indicates after burial interstitial fluids 

containing silica in solution gradually equilibrate with quartz, and 

excess silica crystallizes as overgrowths (Degens, 1965), 

Krauskoph (1967, p, 168) demonstrated quartz and araorphous 

silica solubility reraains constant at pH values less than 9 but 

increases sharply at higher pH's. Silicification and precipitation 

of syntaxial quartz overgrowths seems explicable only by invoking low 

pH (less than pH 9) conditions. 

Sharma (1965) atterapted to explain quartz precipitation and 

subsequent replacement by carbonates by proposing a chemical zonation 

of depositional and post-depositional environments. Zone A extends 

frora the water-air contact to the depositional interface. The pH of 

norraal sea water ranges from 7.5 to 8.4. Zone B extends from the 

depositional interface to depths at which sediment is subjected to 

lithification. Metastable SiO^ forms are dissolved in this zone 
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because interstitial water is undersaturated V7ith respect to these 

phases. Emery and Rittenberg (1952), in recent sediraent studies along 

the coast of California, reported a three-fold increase (up to 30ppm) 

of silica in interstitial fluids 5 inches beneath the sediment inter-

face. Zone C extends from the base of B to depths exceeding 100 

meters beneath the depositional interface; Sharma (1965, p. 740) 

believes cementation takes place in this interval. Zone C interstitial 

fluids are saturated with respect to quartz but undersaturated with 

respect to araorphous silica, and quartz precipitates as syntaxial over-

growths. Sharraa (1965, p. 741) believes quartz precipitation is fur-

ther facilitated by spontaneous nucleation, Zone D is characterized 

by quartz solution and carbonate precipitation as C0„ is depleted 

and pH rises. Quartz replaceraent by carbonate is unimportant in inner 

shelf clastics but is extreraely important in outer shelf clastic 

units. 

As previously indicated a genetic sequence of events has been 

determined frora thin section examination of Grayburg-Queen inner shelf 

clastics. Red, vadose, grain coating, hematite-clay films formed early 

in loose sabkha sand essentially at the sediraent-air interface and 

through sediment accretion and subsequent subsidence were subjected to 

reducing condJtions in the capillary zone and beneath the salt water 

table. Here, chloritization occurred follov7ed by prccipitation of 

syntaxial quartz overgrowths in fluid-filled voids (Figure 85). Anhy-

drite cement crystallization occurred shortly afterwards, wedging 

grains apart and replacing grain margins and overgrowths. Ealite 
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cement did not replace silicate grains so it is difficult to determine 

temporal relationships bctween overgrowth precipitation and cemerita-

tion. However, halite occluded essentially all porosity making silica 

precipitation in fluid-filled voids an unlikely possibility. 

Quartz overgrovíths in Grayburg-Queen sediments V7ere precipita-

ted in fluid-filled voids probably in the capillary zone which "cor-

responds" to the vaguely defined Zone C. Sharma (1965, p. 741) 

believes silica is derived from solution of amorphous, siliceous skel-

etal material and fine dust in Zone B and partly in Zone C. In Gray-

burg-Queen clastics silica raight have been released during chloriti-

zation by the general reaction: 

Hematite -1- Clay (illite?) -f Mg (brine derived) = Chlorite + 

Silica 

This possible reaction may explain temporal relationships between chlor-

itization and subsequent overgrowth precipitation. 

Pittman and Lumsden (1968, p. 669) described chlorite grain 

coating films in the Spiro Sand of Oklahoma v̂ íhich are identical 

(though soraewhat thicker) to those found in the Grayburg-Queen inter-

val. Pittraan and Lumsden (1968) noted thicker chlorite coatings are 

not associated with quartz overgrowths, but where films are thin and 

discontinuous, quartz overgrowths are abundant. From this relation-

ship Pittman and Lumsden (1968) concluded pressure-solution was 

retarded by thicker chlorite films. Conversely, Pittman and Lumsden 

(1968) believe discontinuous thin chlorite films did not interfere 

with pressure-solution and overgrowth precipitation. 
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Sipple (1968) demonstrated the bulk of alleged pressure-solu-

tion phenomena result from siraple, optically continuous ovcrgrowths, 

and photoraicrographs presented by Pittman and Lumsden (1968) suggest 

these did not result from pressure-solution. Kov7ever, Pittraan and 

Lumsden showed thick chlorite grain coatings impeded overgrov7th precip-

itation. Thin, slightly discontinuous chlorite films, as observed in 

Grayburg-Queen clastics and in some Spiro sand samples did not signif-

icantly interfere V7ith precipitation of quartz overgrov>7ths, In addi-

tion, Pittman and Lumsden (1968, p. 669) deraonstrated a temporal rela-

tionship betV'7een chloritization and quartz overgrov/th precipitation 

similar to that found in Grayburg-Queen sandstones, Both investiga-

tions indicate chloritizati.on preceeded overgrov.'th preci: itEtion, 

supporting the previously stated hypothcsis that silica released dur-

Ing chloritization was subsequently precipitated as overgrovíths. 

Carbonates and Evaporites 

Inner shelf carbonate and evaporite sequences accumulated over 

algal flats, lower sabkha, and upper sabkha saline lakes. Algal flats 

fringed inner shelf lagoon margins, succeeded landv7ard by lovíer sabkha 

gypsura mush. During regressions as the shelf lagoon constricted, 

upper sabkhas were superimposed over algal flat and lov7er sabkha accum-

ulations. Highly concentrated brines dolomitized algal flat carbonates, 

and gypsum was dissolved and reprecipitated as anhydrite cement in 

adjacent clastics and replaceraent bodies in stromatolitic dolomite. 

Periodically, upper sabkhas wcre flooded, and shallow supra-

tidal lakes formed in deflation scours. As these desiccated, large 
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polygons composed of clay and silt^ clay forraed, beneath víhich 

coarsely crystalline halite was precipitated. Halite occurs as large 

cubic crystals up to several inches across, containing curled polygons 

and chips up to several inches in length, During regressions crust 

mottled clastics of upper sabkha deflation flats prograded over these 

mud cracked, shale-sparry halite intervals, 

Initially aragonitic algal flat carbonates were dolomitized 

under the upper sabkha belt with dolomite rhombs less than 3 microns 

in diameter replacing aragonitic needles, Subsequently, under high 

chlorinity conditions, anhydrite V7as precipitated and began replacing 

stromatolitic carbonates, Metasomatism operated along and parallel 

to stroraatolitic laminae and many initially pure carbonate intervals 

were nearly completely replaced by anhydrite. Commonly, discontinuous 

laminae remnants "float" in anhydrite matrix producing chicken 

wire texture. In thin section replacement anhydrite occurs as laths 

unoriented with respect to one another or former carbonate laminae. 

Macro- and microscopically this anhydrite appears identical to that 

replacing outer shelf stromatolitic carbonates, however metasomatisra 

was much more complete in inner shelf accumulations. Anhydrite nod-

ules are not common in inner shelf cores. 

Adams and Rhodes (1960) believe Northwest Shelf evaporites 

including halite formed within the shelf lagoon. Hovícver, high chlor-

inities necessary for evaporite precipitation never developed víithin 

the lagoon but only marginally along the sabkha tract. In addition, 

if these were lagoonal evaporites, they should be continuous along 
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depositional strike over m.uch of the shelf. Core and log analyses, 

hovíever, indicate they are discontinuous bodies, consistent víith the 

proposed supratidal lake origin. 



CHAPTER X 

MIDDLE SHELF SEDIMENTATIOI AIID DIAGENESIS 

Terrigenous Clastics 

Middle shelf clastics may be subdivided into an inner primary 

evaporite cemented zone and an outer leached zone. Several cores con-

tain leached upper Grayburg intervals overlain by evaporite cemented 

Queen clastics, proof of a disconformity. 

Terrigenous clastics accumulated over the middle shelf during 

low standing sea level when the constricted lagoon V7as flanked by 
i 

inner and outer sabkha tracts. Upper sabkha clastics være succeeded 

lagoonvíard by lovzer sabkha gypsum intervals containing gypsura raush, 

algal flat, and intertidal sediment. As environmental belts prograded 

lagoonward, former lovíer sabkha gypsum intervals occupied succes-

sively higher supratidal positions, and were replaced by anhydrite. 

Anhydrite cement consists of interstice-filling blocky patches 

0,3mm to Iram in diameter exhibiting V7ell developed pseudocubic cleav-

age. Anhydrite replaced silicate grain margins and metasomatic fronts 

appear as rinds ranging from 0.004inm-0.01mm in width. Anhydrite cemented 

clástics exhibit well developed floating textures produced predomin-

antly by wedging apart of grains during cement crystallization under 

little sediment overburden. Ceraentation was very early, occurring in 

the upper capillary zone V7here evaporation rates were significantly 

high to produce such concentrated brines. 

159 
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Several thin upi.er sabkha sandstone intervals are intercalated 

with saline lake, halitic red shale sequences. These are halite-anhy-

drite cemented, consisting predorainantly of sparry halite V7ith scat-

tered anhydrite tufts O.lmra to 2.5rara in diaineter composed of pseudo-

cubic laths 0.004ram to 0.04mm in diameter. Halite crystallization 

forces pushcd apart and split silicate grains. Halite-anhydrite 

cement records higher brine concentrations (exceeding 184°/oo) than 

does pure anhydrite cement. 

In addition anhydrite clasts occur in upper sabkha clastic 

intervals (Figure 94). Individual clasts range up to 7.5mm in length 

and 1.5ram in Víidth and are coraposed of laths betvíeen 0.004 and 0,02mra 

in length and 0,003 to 0.008mm in V7idth. These formed as surface salt 

crusts were etched into relief by deflation and clasts broken loose. 

Rounded anhydrite silt and sand grains also occur víithin upper sabkha 

clastic intervals (Figure 95). 

During optimum glacial conditions and associated pluvial con-

ditions, the outer shelf and outer portions of the raiddle shelf were 

exposed to freshwater vadose, capillary, and phreatic processes. Evap-

orite ceraents were leached and carbonate cements precipitated from 

saturated soil solutions. Paleo-calcisol profiles V7ere studied by 

mega- and microscopic examination of cores and paleo-vadose, capillary, 

and phreatic zones determined. 

Vadose cemented clastics are characterized by micritic grain 

coating, evaporative films generally ranging from 0.004rara to O.OOSmra 

in width, Depositional textures and priraary sedimentary structures 
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Fig. 94.—Photomicrograph of anhydrite clasts (bluish-white) 
in red silty shale matrix, Bar scale marks 0,4mm, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 95.~Photomicrograph of anhydrite sand grains in red shale 

trix. Scale represents O.lmra, X-nicols. 
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were obliterated and floating textures produced as addition of large 

volumes of vadose carbonate wedged apart and replaced grains. However, 

middle shelf vadose cemented clastics do not exhibit the ''complete" 

assemblage of vadose features described in outer shelf deposits. For 

exaraple, vadose film compositization and pisolites V7ere not observed 

in middle shelf accuraulations. Such an "incomplete" assemblage of 

vadose phenomena indicates solution-reprecipitation processes V7ere 

minimized by more arid conditions than those prevailing along the outer 

shelf. 

Lower capillary and phreatic cemented sandstones are charac-

terized by interstice-filling dolomite crystals ranging from O.Olmni to 

O.lmm in diaraeter (finely crystalline), Vadose and capillary-phreatic 

carbonate ceraents were originally precipitated as calcite, however as 

sea level rose and the shelf lagoon expanded, sabkha tracts raigrated 

over calcisol horizons doloraitizing thera. Upper portions of soil pro-

files were plugged with anhydrite. 

Carbonates and Evaporites 

Middle shelf carbonates accumulated within the shelf lagoon . 

and over the intertidal zone and algal flats. Evaporites were deposited 

over lov7er and upper sabkhas. 

As environmental belts prograded seaward, sabkha belts were 

superimposed over algal flat, intertida , and lagoonal aragonitic muds 

doloraitizing thera. Forraer lower sabkha gypsum intervals were dissolved 

and reprecipitated as anhydrite nodules, rosettes, replacement masses, 

and ceraent. Chuber and Pusey (1969, p. 146) believe nodular anhydrite 
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intervals in the San Andres Foriuatiun (Permian) of Yoakum County, 

Texas formed by crushing and dehydration of gypsuin rosettes at depths 

exceeding several thousand feet. Probably most nodular anhydrite in 

shelf deposits throughout the rock record can be explained by upper 

sabkha gypsum diagenesis. 



CHAPTER XI 

DIAGENESIS OF OUTCROP GRAYBURG-QUEEN 

SEDIMENTS 

C l a s t i c s 

Grayburg-Queen exposures in the Guadalupe and Brokeoff Moun-

tains (Figure 3) correspond to outer positions of the Guadalupian North-

west Shelf. Outcrop sediraents have been subjected to more diverse 

diagenetic processes than have subsurface Grayburg-Queen outer shelf 

accuraulations. 

Both subsurface and surface clastics V7ere initially evaporite 

cemented, subsequently partially to completely leached, and recemented 

with carbonate in the vadose, capillary, and phreatic moisture zones, 

During transgressions former vadose zones were anhydrite plugged, 

termi-nating diagenesis of subsurface outer shelf clastics. 

However, Plio-Pleistocene block faulting raised a portion of 

the outer shelf forraing the Guadalupe and Brokeoff Mountains (Hayes, 

1964), and once again these outer shelf sediments were exposed to 

vadose, capillary, and phreatic processes. Soluble salts including 

anhydrite rosettes, nodules, replacement masses, and cement were rapidly 

hydrated and leached. Molds of leached anhydrite rosettes are common 

in sandstones of the Shattuck Member of the Queen Formation along Rocky 

Arroyo, Eddy County, New Mexico. 

164 
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The most important process_effecting siltstones and sandstones 

was dedoloraitization of carbonate ceraent. Calcite cement is restric-

ted to outcrop clastics; it \<ras never observed in subsurface material. 

DeGroot (1967) demonstrated dedolomitization proceeds as dolomite dis-

solves in water with a high Câ '̂ /Mg"'"̂  ratio under low Pco (less than 

0.5 atm) conditions víhich are found only in near surface environments. 

Dedoloraitization of Grayburg-Queen sediraents has been operating 

since initial uplift and exposure. Leaching of anhydritc-gypsum may 

.1. ,1. J_J_ 

have contributed in part to the high Ca /Mg ratio required for 

dedolomitization, 

Commonly, dedolomitization extends outward frora leached vugs 

as replacement aureoles up to seyeral millimeters in diameter, and 

ghosts of dolomite rhombs are incorporated in sparry calcite precip-

itated around vug margins, proof of dedplomitization (Figures 96 and 

97), Extent of cement dedoloraitization is related to porosity and permea-

bility. Dense micritic vadose ceraented (Perraian vadose ceraentation) 

sandstones exhibit less dedolomitization phenomena than initially por-

ous and permeable sandstones apparently cemented in the capillary-

phreatic zone during Guadalupian time. Obviously, high permeabilities 

facilitated soil fluid movement and dedolomitization. 

Sandstones ceraented initially by pure anhydrite and recently 

leached can apparently be identified. Nuraerous saraples collected frora 

the upper Queen, Rocky Arroyo section contain numerous rosette molds, 

indicating the sabkha sand body was originally ceraented with pure anhy-

drite. These sandstones now contain sparry calcite cement occurring 
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Fig. 96.—Photomicrograph showing dedoloraitization of outcrop 
sandstone. Note dedoloraitized aureole (calcite) stained red by Aliz-
arin Red S around margins of vug filled with blocky chalcedony. 
Scale marks O.lmra, X-nicols. 

Fig. 97.—Photoraicrograph of dedolomitization of dolomite 
ceraent. Note red stained sparry calcite replacing microcrystalline 
doloraite. Bar scale represents O.lrara, X-nicols. 
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irregular patches 0.5imn - 0.7mm in diameter exhibiting no indication 

of dedolomitization of a dolomite cement precursor (Figure 98), Thus, 

in outcrop saraples pure calcite cement V7ith no signs of dedolomitiza-

tion is evidence supporting recent leaching of evaporite cement and 

subsequent calcite precipitation, 

A fev7 miles from the Rocky Arroyo outcrops, shallov7 Queen 

cores (-380 to -600 feet) sho\7 no indication of evaporite leaching or 

dedolomitization, Comparison between core and adjacent outcrop samples 

apparently brackets the interval of anhydrite leaching and dedolom.iti-

zation as these phenoraena occurred betv7een the surface and approxi-

mately -400 feet. 

Recent dedolomitization and related calcification of sandstones 

apparently operated under high pH conditions as silicate grains of out-

crop sandstones have undergone more extreme dissolution than subsurface 

samples (Figure 99). Sericitized and unaltered feldspars are nearly 

completely replaced by calcite, and thus uplifted raaterial effected by 

Pleistocene-Holocene calcification are raore quartzose than their sub-

surface counterparts. For exaraple, Permian vadose carbonate cemented, 

outer shelf, subsurface sandstones commonly range from 90-94 per cent 

quartz, but outcrop saraples V7hich experienced sirailar Permian vadose 

cemeritation and in addition, recent dedolomitization consist of more 

than 97 per cent quartz. 

All outcrop saraples contain large voluraes of secondary, vug-

filling chalcedony which consists of blocky aggregates and cockscomb-

like fans, both exhibiting undulatory extinction (Figure 96). In the 
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Fig. 98.—Photomicrograph of leached outcrop sandstone, 
recemented with sparry calcite (red stained). Scale indicates 
0.4mm, X-nicols. 

Fig. 99.—Photoraicrograph of outcrop sandstone. Note sparry 
calcite and two replaced grains in center of field. Bar scale raarks 
O.lmm, X-nicols. 
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subsurface chalcedony is restricted to calichefied sandstone intervals, 

this relationship suggesti-pg chalcedony may be indicative of surface 

to near surface conditions under alternating periods of strong alkalln-

ity and weak acidity. 

Carbonates . . 

Dedolomitization phenomena observed in pure dolomite intervals 

are similar to those found in carbonate cemented clastics. Dense, 

algal flat, stromatolitic dolomicrites exhibit little or no dedoloraiti-

zation as these V7ere essentially impermeable to dedolomitizing fluids. 

Pisolitic and lagoonal dolomites have been significantly altered by 

dedoloraitization. Upon uplift and exposure, phreatic, capillary, and 

vadose fluids leached anhydrite filled vugs, crumbly fractures, and 

solution passagevjays of pisolitic intervals as well as anhydrite 

rosettes and tabular crystals (pseudomorphs after gypsum) and anhydrite 

replaced mollusk allocheras in lagoonal dolomicrites. Dedoloraitizing 

fluids passed through this leached porosity, dissolving doloraite and 

precipitating anhedral-subhcdral calcite crystals up to Imm in diaraeter, 

Calcite crystals contain abundant replaced and unaltered patches of 

doloraicrospar and doloraicrite (Figure 100) as well as doloraitic piso-

lites, partially dissolved and replaced by sparry calcite crystals 

(Figure 101, 102). 

Dedoloraitization is concentrated around raargins of leached por-

osity and decreases outward from vugs, proof that leached porosity con-

trolled distribution and degree of dcdolomitization. Much leached 

porosity has been plugged by sparry calcite crysta s grov7Íng into voids. 
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Fig. 100.—Photoraicrograph of outcrop dolomite. Note dedolo-
mitized aureole around porosity in upper portion of field. Scale 
represents O.lmra, X-nicols. 

Fig. 101.—Photomicrograph of outcrop pisolitic doloraite. Note 
replacement of microcrystalline dolomite by sparry subhedral calcite 
crystals. Scale represents 0.4rara, X-nicols. 
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Fig. 102.—Photoraicrograph of outcrop pisolitic doloraite. 
Note replacement of microcrystalline doloraite by sparry subhedral 
calcite crystals. Close-up of figure 101. Bar scale indicates 
O.lmra, X-nicols. 
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vug-filling chalcedony is not ncar y as abundant in outcrop carbonates 

as in clastic intervals. This relationship suggests chalcedony found 

in sandstones V7as derived from a local source—the dissolution of 

silicate grains. 

Obviously, outcrop clastic and carbonate samplcs bear little 

reserablance to subsurface material of similar origin. If this study 

had been based on outcrop samples only, an erroneous sedimentological 

and diagenetic history víould have been reconstructed, It is apparent 

that fresh subsurface material should be utilized in all sediment 

diagenesis investigations. ^ 

A review of the sedimentological literature indicates most 

investigators have not appreciated the magnitude of recent, surficial 

sediment diagenesis and have based entire studies on outcrop samples. 

In such investigations the former presence of soluble evaporite miner-

als vcould be irapossible to detect, and dedolomitization in many samples 

would be difficult to determine. Dedoloinitization phenomena are rarely 

described in the literature, an indication many investigators consider 

such calcite priraary. 



CHAPTER XII 

CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE MEGASABKHA CONCEPT 

Kinsman (1969, p. 839) has recently argued against application 

of the terra "raegasabkha" to apparent, large, ancient sabkhas. Accord-

ing to Kinsman (1969) raegasabkhas are an order of magnitude larger 

than recent sabkhas (i.e,, 200 miles V7ide compared to 20 miles) . Kins-

man (1969) believes sabkhas in the geologic record V7ere as narrov7 as 

those along present Persian Gulf margins. Projecting Persian Gulf 

shoreline accretion rates (1-2 meters/year) over one million years, 

Kinsraan (1969) indicates sabkha deposits 100-200 km in width could be 

forraed but notes at any particular time the active sabkha belt would 

be narrov̂ ? as eolian and other sediments prograded over earlier formed 

sabkhas. Thus, Kinsman (1969) believes the megasabkha concept is 

based on erroneous concepts of time and sedimentation rates. 

Kinsman's assessment of the megasabkha concept is incorrect 

and definitely can be discredited by environmental analysis of the 

Northwest Shelf. If Kinsman's "microsabkha" concept is applied to 

this area, sabkha deposits should be restricted to narrow belts flank-

ing the shelf lagoon. This is not the relationship determined from 

surface and subsurface investigations, 

Outcrop, core, and sample log analyses indicate lagoonal sedi-

ments are restricted to a 27 mile wide belt extending shelfward from 
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the platforra margin. Farther shelfvrard only intertidal, algal flat, 

and lov7er and upper sabkha sediments accumulated. These data indi-

cate the Northv7est Shelf lagoon V7as never wide even during intergla-

cial periods. The distribution of pisolitic carbonates and leached 

and calichefied sandstones indicates the entire Northwest Shelf was 

repeatedly exposed during glacial periods. 

During interglacial periods and expanded lagoonal conditions, 

the lagoon V7as succeeded shelfv7ard by intertidal and algal flat zones 

and vast sabkhas V7hich extended approximately 180-200 miles into cen-

tral New Mexico. The Northwest Shelf, inner sabkha tract V7as obviously 

a megasabkha. 

This and other megasabkhas in the geological record developed 

under a particular set of conditions v.̂ hich included: (a) a gently 

sloping, supratidal coastal plain, (b) significantly high storra and 

spring tidal ranges, and (c) a hot and arid climate. 

A gently sloping coastal plain V7as essential in devel-

opment of paleo-megasabkhas because extensive supratidal areas had to 

be periodically inundated. Megasabkhas could never have formed along 

margins of steep coastlines. Recent microsabkhas such as the Abu Dhabi 

sabkha are characterized by gentle slopes of approximately 1:1,000. 

Adams and Rhodes (1960, p. 1915) estimate the Northwest Shelf gradient 

during Guadalupian time averaged approximately 1 foot per 20 miles, 

and this figure appears reasonable. 

Significantly high storm and spring tidal ranges v̂ ere irapor-

tant in palco-megasabkha developraent, partially controlling extent of 
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supratidal inundation, A hot and arid climate was essential for pre-

cipitation and preservation of soluble salts, The climate prevailing 

over inner portions of the Northwest Shelf megasabkha was probably 

hotter and more arid than along recent Persian Gulf microsabkhas as 

evidenced by abundance of halite, 

Kinsman (1969, p. 839) has indicated megasabkhas supposedly 

contain a "coraplete" evaporite mineral asserablage including potash 

salts. Only the comraon salts gypsum, anhydrite, and halite were pre-

cipitated in the Northwest Shelf megasabkha probably because periodic 

tidal floods recharged upper capillary zone brines. Fuller and Por-

ter (1969) have described apparent megasabkhas in the Stettler Forma-

tion (Upper Devonian) of Canada which contain the simple salts, anhy-

drite and gypsum, 

•Megasabkha chlorinity gradients were much less than those 

found in recent microsabkhas, Chlorinity over the Abu Dhabi microsab-

kha increases from approximately 130°/oo in the inner flood recharge 

zone to values exceeding 170°/oo over the outer flood recharge zone 

In approximately 3 miles (Butler, 1969). Zones comparable to, but 

much wider, than Butler's inner, intermediate, and outer flood recharge 

zones existed over the Northwest Shelf megasabkha. 



CHAPTER XIII 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DOLOMITIZA ION 

BY SEEPAGE REFLUXION CONCEPT 

Newell and others (1953, p. 179) first proposed the seepage 

refluxion mechanism to explain dolomitization of Guada.lupian sediraents 

of the Northwest Shelf. Newell and others (1953) postulated lagoon 

derived magnesium-rich brines seepcd dov-mv7ard through lagoonal sedi-

ments, the barrier reef tract, and into the Delavjare Basin under hydro-

static pressure induced by dense brines. Adams and Rhodes (1960) 

noted the common association of shelf evaporites and dolomites and 

also invoked dolomitization by seepage re'fluxion of dense brines to 

explain this phenomenon. Essentially, Adams and Rhodes (1960) adopted 

the concept, as originally presented by Newell and others (1953) and 

further developed it, utilizing the Guadalupian Northwest Shelf as the 

model. 

~According to Adams and Rhodes (1960, p. 1914) forraation of the 

Guadalupian reef tract restricted circulation and formed a broad, shal-

low, shelf-wide, evaporite lagoon with chlorinity increasing shelfvs'ard. 

Landward from the reef, Adams and Rhodes (1960, p. 1915) described the 

following facies succession: (1) aragonitic and high magnesiura calcite 

muds, (2) anhydrite, (3) halite and anhydrite, (4) halite, and (5) 

nearshore terrigenous clastics. 
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Init.ially in the proposed brine migration history, hcaviost 

brines movcd to depressions on the lagoon floor, spilled over, and 

flowed on seeking a natural "spillway" (Adams and Rhodes, 1960, p. 

1917). Portions of the lagoon floor covered by anhydrite and/or 

halite V7cre essentially impermeable so that brines moved over to and 

through perraeable lagoonal carbonates. Metastable aragonite and high-

magnesium ca cite were readily dolomitized as brines seeped through 

carbonates along bedding planes where vertical avenues were unavailable, 

Eventually, brines seeped through reef and reef talus into the Dela-

ware Basin. Adams and Rhodes (1960, p, 1918) described doloraitization 

"footprints" consisting of anhydrite and halite inclusions, which 

indicate high chlorinity conditions in dolomites far reraoved from 

bedded evaporites. 

The Northwest Shelf can be readily discredited as a model for 

demonstrating doloraitization by seepage refluxion. The most critical 

weakness in the "model" presented by Adams and Rhodes (1960) is the 

erroneous facies relationships described, The Northx̂ est Shelf lagoon 

was never an evaporite lagoon; only aragonite muds vícre directly pre-

cipitated within the shelf lagoon proper. Evaporite accumulation was 

restricted to lagoon margins over lower and upper sabkhas v̂ /here high 

chlorinity conditions developed. Nodular anhydrite layers, rosettes, 

and blades formed in the upper sabkha through gypsura diagenesis. 

Upper sabkha, coarsely crystalline halite is always associated with 

desiccation breccias composed of red silt and clay, proof halite did 

nofform beneath shelf lagoon water. In addition Adams and Rhodes 
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(1960) did not describe thick sequences of sabkha, algal flat, and 

intertidal clastics intercalated with and cemented by evaporites. 

Such an omission indicates gross lithologies were not determined. 

Capitan reef raineralogy poses another serious problera with 

utilization of the seepage refluxion concept, If seepage refluxion 

operated during Guadalupian tirae, the Capitan reef should have been 

doloraitized as brines refluxed through lagoonal and reef carbonates 

into the Delaware Basin. Hovíever, the Capitan reef is calcitic (at 

least in outcrops of the Guadalupe Mountains), víhile adjacent, time 

equivalent backreef carbonates are dolomitic. 

Northv7est Shelf dolomites are excellent ancient analogues to 

recent supratidal doloraites forraing by penecontemporaneous do omitiza-

tion of aragonitic muds in sabkhas fringirig lagoons along Persian Gulf 

margins. As these lagoons are filled, sabkha evaporite belts pro-

grade over algal flat, intertidal, and lagoonal aragonitic sediments, 

doloraitizing them. On the Northwest Shelf doloraitization proceeded 

as sabkha belts raigrated over algal flat, intertidal, and lagoonal 

aragonitic sediments as well as carbonate cay, calcitic caliche depos-

its, dolomitizing them. 

Anhydrite inclusions in dolomites, designated "footprints" of 

dolomitization by Adams and Rhodes (1960, p. 1918) are indeed a record 

of doloraitizing brines. These "footprints" are especially comraon in 

pisolitized, caliche doloraites and consist of anhydrite plugged crumbly 

fractures, paleo-joints, solution passagev7ays and vugs. These dolo-

mitizing brines were not refluxing through hundreds of feet of carbon-

ate sediment as postulated by Adams and Rhodes (1960) but developed in 
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the upper sabkha capillary zone, occluding only near surface por-

osity. 

In conclusion, Guadalupia'iT accumulations of the Northv7est 

Shelf are excellent for demonstrating supratidal, penecontemporaneous 

dolomitization, and perhaps in no other rock sequence can this phenom-

enon be better docuraented, Many shelf evaporite-dolomite sequences 

throughout the world probably accumulated under sirailar conditions, 

Thus, the seepage refluxion theory can be rejected as the doloraitiza-

tion mechanism operating over the Northwest Shelf, Considering Adams 

and Rhodes (1960) utilized this area as the model for the seepage 

refluxion theory, extreme caution should be employed before applying 

this unrealistic concept (no recent analogues) to other rock intervals. 
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CHAPTER XIV • 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. , The Guadalupian Northwest Shelf and Central Basin Platfoi 

an ancient analogue of the recent Persian Gulf environmental fraraework, 

described by Illing and others (1965), Kinsman (1966, 1969), and But-

ler (1969). Facies relationships of the Northwest Shelf-Central Basin 

Platform were coinplicated by Perraian glacial cycles, During inter-

glacial periods the Northwcst Shelf lagoon expanded and active reefs 

fringed the platform raargin succeeded shelfv7ard by backreef skeletal 

apron carbonates, lagoonal carbonate muds and pellet muds, nearshore 

terrigenous muds and sands, intertidal sands and silts, algal flat 

clastics, lov7er sabkha evaporites, and upper sabkha evaporites and 

clastics. Lagoonal constriction accompanied initial stages of glacia-

tion, and a broad band of carbonate cays forraed along the outer shelf 

margin succeeded landward by upper sabkha clastics, lov7er sabkha evap-

orites, algal flat clastics, intertidal clastics, nearshore sandbelt 

and lagoonal clastics, intertidal clastics, algal flat c astics, lower 

sabkha evaporites, and upper sabkha clastics and evaporites. 

2. Extreme variations in climate effected depositional and dia-

genetic processes operating over the Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Plat-

forra. Bain (1963) in reconstructing Permian continental positions has 

indicated the Northv7est Shelf-Delavíare Basin area. occupied a position 

between approxiraately N22° and N24° latitude with the present north-

' • 180 
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south r.xis of the Delaware Basin oriented east-west, By this recon-

struction the Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Platform víould have occu-

pied a tropical position during the Perraian and would have been effected 

by tropical easterlies blowing frora northeast to southwest. This 

reconstruction is consistent V7ith directional data collected from 

Permian dune fields of the southv7estern United States, proposed sedi-

ment economics of the Northv7est Shelf, disparity in Víidths of the Goat 

Seep and Capitan reefs, and paleo-longshore current data. 

3. During glacial maxima and accompanying pluvials, fresh water 

zones formed in the outer shelf carbonate cay tract. Well developed 

pisolitic, caliche soil profiles formed in a belt 0-14 miles shelfward 

from the platform margin, and evaporite minerals were leached and 

hydrated in a band 0-23 miles from the shelf edge. Paleo-leaching and 

calichefication dirainish shelfward as indicated by preservation of 

halite cemented upper sabkha clastics and saline lake halite accurau-

lations. Association of outer shelf leached and pisolitized intervals 

with contemporaneous inner shelf evaporite accumulations indicates 

extreme cliraatic disparities between outer and inner portions ofthe 

Northwest Shelf during glacial raaxima; precipitation was concentrated 

around the outer shelf margins, diminishing shelfvrard, Presence of 

Walchia in unnamed sandstone members of the Cherry Canyon and Bell 

Canyon Forraations of the Delav.are Basin reflects conifer grov7th on 

carbonate cays during pluvials, 

4. Diagenetic history of Northwest Shelf-Central Basin Platforra 

clastics was rcconstructed through utilization of ceraentation princi-

ples developcd frora exaraination of recent and ancient ceraentation 
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environments. These investigations indicate vadose cementation can 

be distinguishad frora cement precipitated from fluid-filled voids 

(capillary, phreatic, and connate zones) by crystallinity disparities 

and differences in cement-grain relationships. Studies of recent and 

ancient vadose ceraentation phenomena including caliche, bauxite, 

laterite, beachrock, dripstone, and lithified fanglomerate shov̂ ? vadose 

cement regardless of its mineralogical composition and that of the 

detrital grains is characterized by micritic, grain coating fi.lms pro-

duced by evaporation of grain-clinging water films. Ceraent crystal-

lized from fluid-filled voids of the capillary, phreatic, and connate 

zones is sparry and interstice-filling. 

5. Relative cementation depths can be determined from grain-cement 

relationships. Sandstones cemen'ted at or. near the surface are charac-

terized by floating textures forraed as ceraent crystallization forces 

exceeded overburden pressure, víedging grains apart. Clastics ceraented 

at significant depth are distinguished by overly close packing and 

small amounts of interstice-filling, sparry cement, as overburden 

pressure prevented crystallizing cement frora v^edging grains apart. 

Flaky mineral deforraation can be utilized as a criteria for relative 

estiraations of tiraing. and depth of the ceraentation event. Early (pre-

corapaction) ceraentatipn is characterized by undeforraed flaky grains; 

late (post-corapaction) ceraentation, by twisted and bent flaky grains. 

6. On the outer shelf during high standing sea level aragonitic 

muds and pellet muds accuraulated over algal flats and lagoon; oolitic 

sands were deposited in tidal channel-delta coraplexes; and reef-derived 
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skeletal debris formed a backreef skeleta apron. During glaciation-

induced regressions, as environmental belts prograded lagoonward, 

sabkha tracts víere superimposed over forraer algal flat, intertidal, 

and lagoonal aragonitic sediments. Magnesiura-rich brines produced by 

sea water evaporation over the upper sabkha dolomitized subjacent 

carbonate sediment. 

7. Anhydrite rosettes (pseudomorphs after gypsura) grev7 within 

the former lagoonal sediments beneath the upper sabkha surface. Pel-

lets, interstitial muds, and mollusk allochems of molluscan pellet 

muds V7ere replaced by anhydrite, and fossil-moldic porosity V7as 

created by leaching of mollusk grains. Stroraatolitic doloniites con-

tain algal filaments, definitely establishing an algal origin for 

these sediinents. 

8. As pluvial cliraates developed over the exposed outer shelf 

during glacial maxima, calcisols formcd, especially on outer portions 

of the outer shelf. Grayburg-Queen K-fabric is characterized by indi-

vidual and composite pisolites occurring in discrete, irregular-sub-

spheroidal pockets enveloped by microcrystalline laminar rinds. Piso-

lites reflect raultiple, alternating generations of carbonate solution 

and reprecipitation, recording a V7et season-dry season climate. Tee-

pee structures represent caliche deformation produced by concentration 

and expansion of vadose carbonate. Vadose zone Vi7idth and thickness 

controlled distribution and thickness of caliche intervals which atten-

uate shelfvjard pinching out 14 miles behind the Goat Seep reef trend. 

Anhydrite plugging of paleo-vadose fractures, vugs, and joints records 
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climatic change from a v̂ et season-dry season climatc to one cf cou-

tinuous aridity. 

9. Outer. shelf anhydrite occurs as interstice-filling sparry 

ceinent, rosettes, discrete nodules, nodular beds exhibiting chicken 

wire structure, and replacement masses. Anhydrite formed through dis-

solution of lovjer sabkha gypsum mush and concomitant anhydrite precip-

itation in the upper capillary zone of the upper sabklia. Anhydrite 

nodules grew in the upper sabkha by shouldering aside soft host sedi-

ment, forming chicken V7ire structure and microscopically consists of 

unoriented laths identical to those described by Kinsman (1966) in 

nodules of the Abu Dhabi sabkha. Anhydrite rosettes formed by ̂ n 

situ gypsum rosette diagencsis in the upper sabkha, upper capillary 

zone. Replaceraent anhydrite occlirs in many algal flat dolomicrites, 

replacement occurring along and parallel to delicate stromatolitic 

larainae. Microscopically, replaceraent anhydrite is identical to 

nodular anhydrite. 

10. • Most previous workers believe subsurface anhydrite forraed by 

gypsum dehydration at depth (greater than 1,000 feet beneath the sur-

face). However, anhydrite is forming and is stable in the high chlor-

inity environmcnt of upper portions of sabkhas fringing the Persian 

Gulf. Most, if not all, Grayburg-Queen anhydrite forraed by early gyp-

sum diagenesis; no dehydration of gypsum related to deep burial can 

be demonstrated, 

11. Terrigenous clastics Víhich accum.ulated over the outer shelf 

during constricted lagôonal conditions vícre initially evaporite 
'6 
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cemented over the upper sabkha. As pluvial cliraates developed fresh 

water lenses leached evaporites and calcisols forraed. Carbonate-rich 

soil fluids derived from dissolution of dolomite layers raigrated to 

the vadose zone (probably mainly by capillary action), and calcite 

was precipitated as grain coating, micritic films. Early stages of 

vadose carbonate cementation are characterized by obliteration of 

depositional textures as grain coating films Vícdged apart grains. 

Intermediate stages are distinguished by well developed floating tex-

tures produced by addition of thick vadose films and silicate grain 

dissolution. Late stages are characterized by extreme foating tex-

ture and large pisolites. By this vadose carbonate ceraentation raech-

anisra, initially pure sands vjith we l developed priraary sedimentary 

structures were transforraed intô structureless carbonate rocks. Per-

mian, vadose, alkaline V7eathering greatly modified clastic mineral-

ogy, sorting, and grain shape through silicate grain dissolution. 

12. Capillary and phreatic zones of calcisol horizons are character-

ized by sparry, interstice-filling carbonate ceraent which forraed in " 

fluid-filled voids. Poikilitic gypsum cement with scattered anhydrite 

ghosts occurs in sorae of these intervals reflecting gypsification of 

initially contlnuous anhydrite ceraent. 

13. Most inner shelf terrigenous clastics especially argillaceous 

intervals are red (heraatite stained) formed by leaching of iron oxide 

grains, precipitation of grain coating, goethite films in the vadose 

zone, and subsequent dehydration to hematite. Most of these red sedi-

ments were not reduced after subsidence beneath the salt water table 

because of their impermeability. 
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14. Inner shelf, upper sabkha siltstones and sandstones were 

cemented ear y by sparry interstice-filling halite, anhydrite, and 

gypsum cement v.Thich wedged, apart grains, producing floating textures. 

Five distinct evaporite ceraent suites were identified including anhy-

drite, anhydrite-gypsum, halite-gypsum, halite-anhydrite, and halite. 

Syntaxial quartz overgrowths are abundant in inner shelf sandstones, 

.forming early in the diagenesis of these clastics, as indicated by 

replacement ,by early anhydrite cement. 

15. Inner shelf carbonate and evaporite intervals accumulated over 

algal flats, the lower sabkha, and upper sabkha saline lakes, Algal 

flat aragonitic muds were dolomitized beneath the upper sabkha sur-

face and partially to completely.replaced by anhydrite, forraing chicken 

wire structure, Saline lakes formed ovev the upper sabkha, and upon 

desiccation, sparry halite V7as precipitated beneath the raud cracked 

surface, 

16. The middle shelf is a transitional zone betv7een inner shelf 

primary evaporite accumulations and outer shelf leached and pisoli-

tized intervals, Much of the outer portion of the middle shelf V7as 

leached, while inner portions are charactcrized by retention of evap-

orite cements and sparry halite. 

17. Grayburg-Queen outcrop clastics are characterized by scattered 

patches of interstice-filling, sparry calcite ceraent produced by 

dedolomitization, Distribution and extent of dedolomitization was 

controlled by porosity and permeability. Chalcedony i's abundant in 

tcrop samplcs, apparently derived from dissolution of silicate 
ou 
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grains. Dedolomitization has also significantly effected permeable 

dolomite intervals. 

18. The inner shelf sabkha tract V7as a megasabkha at times 180-

200 miles V7ide, extending into central New Mexico. Chlorinity grad-

ients across this megasabkha were rauch less than recent microsabkhas 

fringing Persian Gulf margins, but distal chlorinities were rauch 

higher. 

19. All Grayburg-Queen dolomites can be explained by invoking 

supratidal, sabkha dolomitization. The dolomitization by seepage 

refluxion theory developed by Adams and Rhodes (1960) to explain these 

dolomites is unrealistic, and extreme caution should be eraployed 

before applying this concept to other rock intervals. 
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A. Clastic Mineralogy 
In Percentages 

Inner Shelf . 

Environment 
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Sabkha 

Sabkha 

. Sabkha 

Sabkha 

Sabkha 

Cement 

Halite 

Halite 

Halite 

Anhydrite 

Halite 

Halite 
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83.9 

80,7 

81.2 

85.0 

82.0 

83,0 

Feldspar 

10,5 

11,3 

8.9 

6.7 

10.3 

8.1 

Altered Feldspar 
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6,3 
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4.4 
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9.6 

8.0 

8.5 

7.7 
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-

0.4 

-
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Modal Analyses Of Sandstones 
In Percentages 
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Modal Analyses 0£ Sandstones 
In Percentages 
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